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FOREWORD

T1he overall ohlectives of' Work Unit. ENDURE are to determine the endurance of
troops using combat equipment with at 4 8-h1our capability, and, as necessiary, to establish
Ways Of extenldinlg the endUrance of' troops so that thev effectiveness ot the equipment
will not be 1lim1ited by the 11svir. T[he re-search under this Work Unit is beje~g conduc ted by
theV I u1man1 IteSeurCVS Resvurch Organization ait tlw rmrluest of th(' U1.S. Army Combat
Developments Comimand Armor Agency andc U.S. Army Combat Developmients Command
Institute of Advanced Studies.

iBeforv the research described in this report was plarnned, a Consulting Repo-.rt,
8ummary Of Liferaiture, Review on Extended Operaiions, December 19634, was puhiahcd
summarizing the p.4yehologival literature pertaining to performance over e!xtended poriods
of thime, Oil the basis of that review, at laboratory experiment, ENDURE 1, was conducted
to determine the effects of extended oiteratlons onl selccted tank cre!w activities, rie
results, reported in I lum RRO rechnical Report 019-8, The Effects Of Sleep Deprivation on
Performtnaner Overt aj 48-Ilou r Period, indicated that significant pertornmance decrenwnts
would occur Over extended periods of con1tIMuouIs Operation, particularly with relation to
the subject's normal diurnal cycle.

T[his report deiscribes the research conducted undier END)URE 11, Field Studies of
Performance of Combat DultiesN for Extended Periods, '[hei purpose of this research was to
extend the lab~oratory findingys to include the communication, malintenance, driving,
su~rveillance, and gunnery activities of the tank crew tinder actual field conditionis The
report presents the re'sults or the riesearch and discu~sses the implications for extended
coninbat.

Tvim rsearch wats condc~ted ait Humnlt]1O Division No, 2, Fort Knox, Kentucky,
under the supervision of Dr. Norman Willard, Jr,, lDlrector of Revsearch. Dr, Donald K,
1-aggard is the present Director. Dr. H~arold Bishop is the present. Work Unit Leader; Dr.
L.L. Ainsworth was Work Unit leader whenl the research for ENDUI RE 11 was conducted.
Thel( Immeidiate, field researchl staff consisted of Mr. John Cooli, Mr. Eugene Drucker, Mr.
Ralph Graham, and Mr. William Warnick. Su~pport. was provid. I by the 1U.S. Armny Armor
Human Research Unit: LTC *John, A. H ut'h ins, *Jr,, was miili tary chiet atL the time0 theV
fieldc research wats co mp1 ete

IHim RR() research for the lDepartiment or' the, Army is conducted under Army
Contract DAIIC 19-70-C-001 2, Training, Motivation, and Leadership Reosearch is 1)11--
orined under Army Plrojec(t AQ0621 07A7 12.

Meredlith P., Crawford
President

HIunman Revsources Research Organization



PROBLEM

Military equipment capable of operating for 48 hours or longer is now being
developed, When it becomes available, this equipment will provide the potential for
military personnel to participate in combat for a longer period than has been possible
before. Little is known, however, about the effects of sustained combat on the personnel
who will operate the equipment.

At the request of the U.S. Army Combat Developments Command Armor Agency,
HumRRO reviw;,d the psychological literature and military records pertaining to the
effects of prolonged perforrmance,. The reviow yielcded little information about m;in's
ability to perform for 48 hours or longer, and the information that was available often
contained contradictions,

In order to obtain more reliable information on sustained performance, a laboratory
investigation was conducted to dettermine how performing for 48 hours without sleep
would affect work efficiency on simulated surveillance and driving tasks, Under labora-
tory conditions, there were large performance decrementg'. The decrements occurred
particularly at night, and were more severe during the second night, Since the greater
amount of physical activity in the field, as well as a possible increase in the motivation of
the subjects, could reduce the magnitude of such performance decrements, it was
considered necessary to conduct a 48-hour simulated combat field exercise to determine
the degree to which the decrements found in the laboratory would be verified.

APPROACH

To simulate the combat situation, a 12-hour tactical problem was designed utilizing
a specially constructed 35,7 mile-long problem course for tanks. The problem included
offensive, defensive, and retrograde movements, Performance tests were conducted at
specified points along the course for basic tank crew activities of communication, driving,
surveillance, gunnery, and maintenanc,,

An experimental group of 20 tank crews was required to complete the 12-hour
course four consecutive times for a total of 48 hours of activity without sleep. A control
group of 10 tank crews also repeated the course four times but were given a 24-hour rest
period betwevn each 12-hour work period. Both time and performance accuracy scores
wort, obtained in most of the performance tests. The effects of the continuous activity
were determined by comparing the trends or the scores for the two groups during the
course of the exporiment, as well as comparing the mnagnitudes of their performance
scores.

RESULTS

In comparison with the control group, the experimental group exhibited little
performance decreme-nl in the communication, gunnery, and maintenance exercises and in
two of the driving exercises. The performance of the experimental group was significantly
worse than that of the control group only in moving surveillance and in two of the
driving exercises. Differences between the groups in the performance of these as well as
the other exercises were small, however. Only minor and usually insignificant differences
were found between the scores obtained during the day and those obtained during the
night periods.
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CONCLUSIONS

(1) Activities that demand a protracte.1 I .igh level of alertness or require complex
perceptual-motor activity, much as the moving surveillance and somne driving tasks, are the
most sensitive to the adverse effects of loss of sleep.

(2) Under field conditions, tank crews ure able to perfo~rm present-day communica-
tion, driving, surveillance, gunnery, and maintenance tasks Nvithout seriotis performance
decrements during a 48-hour period without sleep.

(3) Under field conditions, performance at night is not significantly affected by the,
diurnal rhythms of' the subjects (hut may N! affected by reduced visibility).

(4) The results of this investigation do not indicate that changes in unit organization
or tactical doctrine are necessary to accomplish continuous tank operations for periods
up to 48 hours,

V1
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The Effects of a 48-Hour Period of
Sustained Field Activity on
Tank Crew Performance



MILITARY PROBLEM

The development of new military equipment that can be operated continuously for
48 hours provides the potential for around-the-clock fighting. The realization of this
potential, however, depends upon the ability of personnel to maintain effective per-
formance during prolonged operations. If equipment operators cannot sustain acceptabl
performance levels for 48 hours, techniques for enabling them to do so must he
developed, or unit organization (e.g., stand-by crews) and tactical doctrine will require
modification.

For this reason, the U.S. Army Combat Developments Command Armor Agency
requested (July 1963) HumRRO to study the effects of continuous operations on armor
personnel. The following objectives of the research were specified:

(1) To determine troop combat effectiveness as it is affected by fatigut
resulting from continuous combat operations.

(2) 'ro determine changes in unit organization ana tactical doctrine that would
reduce or eliminate causes of fatigue.

An Exploratory Study (ES-24), begun in July 1964 to identify areas in which
research would he most useful, took the form of a review of the literature on extended
op:,rations (1). Although more than 1000 reports were screened, the literature revietwed
did not provide clear-cut answors to questions about the probable effectiveness of troops
operating continuously for 48 hours or more. Anecdotal reports suggested that troops
have operated successfully for extended periods, but experimental evidence on the effects
of prolonged task performance was meager, The time periods investigated were usually
less than 24 hours, and while it was commonly concluded that prolonged performance
requirements resulted in a performance decrement, some apparently similar investigations
yielded conflicting results.

The loss of sleep as a sel)ar[te variable affecting performance has received a great
deal of attention. In general, It has been found that loss of sleep results in a performance
decrement proportional to the amount of the loss. During periods of extended loss of
sleep, individuals may be able to perform brief tasks well, but they cannot sustain good
performance over long periods of time. Depending on the tasks, some loss in proficiency
as well as an increase in reaction time may be caused by short lapses in alertness or
so-called microsleeps, Broadly, a majer fa• tor which reinforces the effects of loss of sleep
is a monotonous, seldom-changing stimulus condition common in vigilance or detection
tasks, for example. On the other hand, the use of interesting and varied tasms, or the
inclusion of physical activity may serve to increase motivation and alertness and help tk)
reduce the effects of loss of sleep on measured performance.

Because the experimental evidence was meager and there were conflicting con-
clusions as to the effects of prolonged activity on task performance, it was concluded
that further research was necessary, The first stage of this research (ENDURE I) was a
laboratory study of the effects of sleep deprivation on continuous performance (2)). The
results of that research indicated that large performance decrements occur dLiring .48
hours without sleep; these decrements occur primarily at night, and they are especially
likely during the second night of a 48-hour period.

Because of important differences between motivation in the laboratory and in
"real-life" field situations, however, it was decided that generalizations based on this
study and applied to a combat-type situation would be tenuous. A field exercise was
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needed which would combine, if possible, the realism of a field exercise with the
attention Lo data collection details that is possible in the laboratory.

RESEARCH PROBLEM

'The major objective of this research was to determine whether the purformance of
tank crews in a tactical exercise will deteriorate during a continuous activity period of 48
hears. Other objectives were to determine the specific activities for which performance
decrements may occur, the times at which they may occur, and the magnitude of such
(deerrments.

METHOD AND PROCEDURE

OPE.RATIONAL CONTEXT

To meet the requirement that the data be of such nature as to permit generalization
to combat conditions, the specific situations in which performance was tested were made
as realistic as considerations of personnel safety ani proper care of equipment would
permit. The research was conducted at Fort Hood, Texas, in Training Area IV, a large,
relatively isolated area, with varied terrain, and with access to firing ranges which were
modified to meet the special requirements of the research.

A base camp and command post for control of the experiment were established in
Area IV, with facilities for eating, sleeping, communication, maintenance, and medical
carc, A test cours, 35.7 miles long, consisting of 24.6 miles of secondary road and 11.1
milcs of cross-country travel, was laid out to begin and end at the base camp. Test
performance exercises were conducted at selected points along the course; approximately
12 hours were required for a single complete circuit of the course. A map of the training
area, with the approximate locations of facilities, exercise sites, helipads, and routes used
is shown in Appendix A.

All activities were earried out in the context of a tactical situation that included
offensive, defensive, and retrograde movements, both day and night. To add realism and
continuity, unscored exercises were included in the program. These consisted of opening
the radio net and radio check, responses to fragmentary orders, and responses to
aggressor activity.

"C" rations were the only food available to the :;ubjects during test activity. No
time was specified or special facilities provided for eating or toilet functions. Water for
drinking was carried in canteens and in the water cans which are normally a part of the
tank equipment.

All subjects were instructed that sleep was riot permitted during test periods. Tank
commanders, scorers, officers, and civilian research personnel attempted to see that these
instructions were followed, In addition, the nature of the exercises and the terrain over
whih the operations were conducted stroigly militated against sleep. It is assumed,
therefore, that none of the crewmen slept enough to invalidate the data.

PROCEDURE

First, a pilot study, involving the use of five crews and lasting 12 hours, was
conducted to determine any necessary changes in the plan, and to train scorer. and other
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support personnel. Minor alterations in previously planned scoring procedures, distances,
and schedule were made as a result of the study.

During the course of the main experiment, the sequence of events during a 12-hour
test period was the same for the experimental and the control groups. The activity
schedule for the two groups is shown in Figure 1. Only one platoon, experimental or
control, was engaged in test activity during any given 12- or 48-hour period, and the two
platoons of the control group were tested before the four platoons of the experimental
group.

Schedule for Control and Experimental Groups

Time
Day 0400 0800 1200 1600 2000 2400

M dControl Group 1 - 1st Day,

T Control Group 1 -

W I Niht Control Group 2 - 1t Day

Th Control Group 1 - 2nd Day 0 -Control Group 2 -

F 19t NIght -1111Control Group 1 -

S 2nd Night Control Group 2 - 2nd Day

Su -Control Group 2 -

M 2nd Night Experimental Group 1

T Experimental Group 1

W Experimental Group 1 .

Th .Experimental Group 2

F Experimental Group 2

S Experimental Group 2 1

Su

M Experimental Group 3

T Experimental Group 3

W Experimental Group 3

Th -Experimental Group 4

F Experimental Group 4

S Experimental Group 4

Figure I

The tanks of the platoon in action during the test period moved out onto the
course, and at specified points along the route crews participated in the test exercises.
These exercises were the same for the two groups and for each 12-hour period, with one



minor exception, as noted in the following description of the exercises. A detailed list of
the sequence of events, and copies of the Oral Operations Order and the Fragmentary
Ordevs, are included in Appendix B.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST EXERCISES

Thc experiment included th' unscored exercises, described earlier in the discussion
of the operatio,1l context of the research, and the scored exercises described in the
following paragraphlt, All exercises were composed by HumRRO research personnel with
the help of personnel from CDC Armor Agency and the U.S, Armor School, and with
reference to relevant military publications, Fach exercise was conducted once during each
12.hour period, except the Radiotelephone Procedures tests which were conducted three
times eac'h period, Most exercises were scored for both time and accuracy, Copies of the
directions .or the exercises are given in Appendix A,

Radiotelephone Procedures (RTP)

Six procedural tests were conducted at differo,.ý d•ies during each 24-hour period.
The specific elements of RTP included In each . e were as follows:

RTP 1: Word Twice; say Again Word Before/Word After; Acknowledgement;
and Do Not Answer.

RTP 2: Phonetic Alphabet; Time and Coordinates; I Spell; Abbreviations Say
Again All After/All Before; and. Relay to/Form.

RTP 3t Say Again/I Say Again; Correction; Read Back/I Read Back; That Is
Correct/Wrong; Verify/I Verify; and Wilco.

RTP 4, 5, and 6: These exercises were the same as RTP 1, 2, and 3, except that
the specific message content was changed.

RTP exercises 1, 2, and 3 were used during the day and exercises 4, 5, and 6 during the
night,

Driving Exercises

Iog Obstacle. Tanks were required to cross a log obstacle three feet high. The crews
were scored for proper performance of each of the following elements of proper crossing
procedure: full stop; move forward slowly to contact; accelerate until on top of obstacle;
decelerate on top of obstacle; hit ground without bouncing; move forward slowly.

Ditch. It was required that the tanks be driven through a ditch (2 feet deep, 15 reet
long, and 10 feet wide) correctly and as fast as possible. Crews were scored for correctly
performing the following elements of crossing procedure: shift to low; decelerate until
tank hits bottom; accelerate after hitting bottom; decelerate on top of rear li) of ditch;
hit ground without bouncing.

Slalom. Ten markers placed approximately 60 feet apart in a straight. line made up
the sl•aflom course. Crews were required to drive the tanks along the line of markers as
rapidly as possible, passing the markers alternately on the right and left sides, Crews were
scored for each marker correctly passed and for the total time taken to pass the markers.

Minefield. A lane simulating the path through a minefield was laid out on level
ground. The path was 18 feet wide, approximately 225 meters long, and included five
90' and four 45' turns. The markings were standard minefield signs and tape, The path
was divided into 10 sections, each separated from the others by a turn, The crews were
scored for errors, that is, the number of contacts with the masking tape, and for total
time taken to pass through the minefield.
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Surveillance Exercises

Passive Surveillance. In this exercise the tanks were stationed at the designated test
site and the task of the crews was to detect and identify a number of targets. The
targets-four tanks, four 'A/-ton trucks, and four groups of dismounted troops-were
exposed one at a time at ranges from 220 to 1010 meters, at various azimuths, During
daylight the crews used binoculars and gunner's sighting devices as well as the unaided
eye. At night the crews used infrared binoculars and gunner's sights as well as the
unaided eye. The crews were scored for each target correctly detected and identified and
for the time taken to detect and to identify the targets.

Moving Surveillance. As the tanks moved along the course they were fired upon by
machine gun crews using blank ammunition. The tank crews were required to respond by
returning the fire with the coaxial machine gun, using blanks during the day, and by
illuminating the aggressor machine gun with the searchlight at night. The tanks wer2 taken
under fire from two positions, one to three miles apart, and the locations of the machine
guns were changed among four positions so that they were never in the same places for
two exercises in succession, The tank crews were scored for accuracy of detection of the
source of fire.

Gunnery Exercises
The gunnery exercises were conducted in three phases, In Phase I the tank was

stationary, and stat.",,ry targets were fired on with the main gun, In Phase It the tank
was moving, and stationary targets were fired on with the coaxial machine gun, In Phase
III the tank was stationary, and moving targets were fired on with the main gun and the
caliber .50 machine gun. Illumination at night was provided by tank-mounted search.
lights, Accuracy of fir, was scored in all phases and time to first round was scored in
Phawes I and Ill.

Maintenance Exercises

The tank crews were scored for the correct performance of standard services and
checks usually performed during operations. These checks included the engine oil level,
transmission oil level, antennas, battery water and cables, vision devices, exterior lights,
and fuel and lubricant leaks.

SUBJECTS

Subjects' for the study were 120 enlisted men assigned to a tables of organization
and equipment (TOE) unit, 2nd Battalion, 67th Armor, at Fort Hood, Texas. Their ages
ranged from 18 to 43 years wilh a mean of 22,0. Time in service ianged from 8 to 192
months with a mean of 30.8. The shortest time on the job was two days and the longest
was nine years' with a mean of 5.1 months. General technical aptitude area (GT) scores
of the subjects ranged from 53 to 138, with a mean of 103.5, One hundred nineteen
subjects had from 6 to 12 years of formal education; one man had completed one year
of college. Ranks of the subjects were as follows: PVT, 8; PFC, 27; SP4, 41; SP5, 12;
SGT, 25; SST, 6; PSG, 1. Details of these data are given in Appendix C.

'The men who participated In the pilot study did not serve as subjects for the main study, but
were used in other roles (e.g., as scorers), and are not included in the data.2 Support. requests specified subjects who had served at least six months in an armor TOE organization
in the crew position they would fill as an experimental subject. Commitments of the support agency pre-
vented complete compliance with the requeat.
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The first 40 men assigned to !,he project were placed in the Control Group which
consisted of 10 four-man crews (two platoons), The 80 men subsequently assigned to the
project were divided into 20 four-man crews (four platoons) and assigned to the
Experimental Group.'

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND DATA ANALYSIS

The experimental paradigm was a 2 x 4 factorial design with two conditions of rest
during the course of the, ,xperiment--O and 24 hours-and four cumulative levels of
activity time--12, 21, 36, and 48 hours. Conditions oF rest constituted the Between.
Subjects factor and levels of activity the Within-Subjects factor. 'Iwo other variables,
subjects' physiological diurnal cycle and illumination (level and type), were confounded
with the levels of activity, and therefore their effects could not be isolated,

The experiment was designed to produce data that would show the effects of
extended periods of activity on performance in communication, driving, surveillance,
gunnery, and maintenance activities, Repeated measures of performance in these five
basic types of activities were obtained during successive 12-hour periods of activity for
two groups of subjects.

The experimental group was scheduled for continuous activity during four con.
secutlve 12-hour periods. The control group was also scheduled for four 12-hour activity
periods, but was given a 24-hour rest between test periods,

The control group was used to provide criterion performance levels against which to
compare the performance of the experimental group, Performance standards for troops in
extended operations were not available and it was necessary to include a design control
for the effects of practice since Lbe same test exercises were used during the successive
12-hour periods.

To clarify the us, of the control group, cousider the following simplified description
of possible results in the ex wriment: A significant effect of lack of rest would be shown
by a decrement in perlort. •,ace .fter the first 12-hour period. if the effects of lack of
rest were cumulative we woLAd expect the results to show a trenA of dcreasing
proficiency scores for successive 12-hour periods. The trend of the scores, however,
would be modified by the effect:, of peractice obtained during the repeated exercises, and
the observed trend would depend upon the relative magnitudes of thw effeets of practice
and lack of rest. Analogously, the effct o f practice would be shown by a trend oF
increasing proficiency scores from period to period for the control group.

Since both groups were treated alike, with the exception of the rest periods
scheduled for the contr(ol group, and both groups received the same amount of practice, a
comparison can be made of the trends of the scores for the two groups and the inference
made that any difference between the trends of the scores is due to the effects of the
lack of' rest. 11. may be noted that since the scores obtained f'or any specified period, as

weli as the absolute level of the scores, may be affected by non-experimental variables, a
comparison of the trends of the scores for the t.ewo gtoups is the most important and
informative comparison to be made.

The scoreu obtained during each test exercise were treated as data from separate
experiments and analyzed independently. Mean performance scores were caiculated with
the combined data or all tanks in each group for each 12-hour period. No detailed
analysis of the performance scores for single tanks or for individual members of the tank
crews was attempted for two reasons: First, it was not feasible to monitor each individual

SOrfigintd plans Hpocified eontrol mnd experimental groups of rqual size, Circumstances locd to thi
decisimi to reduce the control group iAze, after the study had begun.



eveiy moment during the entire 48 hours of the experiment and it must be assumed that,
as in combat, the crew members may have rotated crew positons so that the most
proficient man would perfotm the duties required at a given time during the course of
the experiment. Secondly, unavoidable non-experimental variables such as environmental
conditions and the mechanical condition of tanks and equipment varied greatly during
the course of the experiment for each tank and between tanks. The usefulness of detailed
analysis, then, would be limited at best and possible serious errors would be made in an
attempt to assess the effects of the experimental variables on performance.

The data from each of the time periods was also subjected to art analysis of
variance. In this analysis, the test for interaction between the levels of rest and levels of
total activity (Groups x Periods) was used to determine whether the trends of the scores
of the two groups differed significantly. 'rests were also made for significance of
differences between the two groups in level of proficiency scores (Between Groupsh and
differences in scores between periods (Periods). In all tests the differences were tested for
significance at the .05 level of confidence.

RESULTS

In the presentation of results, the relevant tables and graphs of time and accuracy
scores are grouped according to the type of activity measured, Some tank crews failed to
complete some of the exercises because of equipment faillre or other problems, and the
reduced number of subjects for these exercises is indicated with the table of scores. For
simplicity of presentation, differences In scores, which are significant at the .05 level or
better, are identified in the tfext with the presentation of the data, and the results of the
analyses of variance are given in Appendix D.

RADIOTELEPHONE PROCEDURES (RTP)

The mean accuracy and message transmission time scores obtained in the separate
RTP exercises are given in Table 1. The maximum mean accuracy scores for RTP

Table 1

Radiotelephone Procedures Mean Scores

12-hour Period

Exercise Group 1 2 3 4

Accuracya lTimab Accuracy Time Accuracy Accuracy Time

1 and 4 C 51.5 76 51.4 111 56.1 103 56.3 124
E 51.6 85 49.4 99 49.4 87 52,1 89

2 and 5 C 122.5 179 112.5 236 122.2 214 120.0 229
E 120.6 157 119.4 176 118.9 141 117.2 167

3 and 6 C 100,0 117 105,5 76 104.7 74 99.6 79
E 102,9 61 105.1 52 105.5 57 104,1 59

Mean C 91.3 124 89.8 141 94,3 130 91.9 144
E 91.7 101 91.3 109 91.3 95 91.1 105

IThe maximum mean accuracy scores for Radiotelephone Exercise% 1-6 were: 75, 157, 135, 69, 146, and 141
bin seconds,
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exercises 1 through 6 respectively, were 75, 157, 135, 69, 1.46, and 141. Since the
specific procedural elements included in the messages were somewhat different for the
three pairs of exercises, 1.4, 2-5, and 3-6, an analysis of data obtained for the separate
pairs was carried out. The analysis Indicated that there were no significant differences
between groups in the trends of the scores, in performance accuracy, or any differences
associated with the different periods of activity. The control group required significantly
longer message transmission time, but this result, which is contrary to the expected
direction of a difference if cumulative sleep loss was an effective variable, is probably due
to equipment failures encountered during the RTP exercises for the control group
particularly.

Since the analyses of the data indicated that the extended period of activity had no
effect on the perfoemance of the experimental group, the scores for the RTP exercises
were combined and mean RTP scores calculated for each 12-hour period, Theme summary
scores are plotted in Figures 2 and 3 which show the similarity in the trends of the
scores for the two groups. The graphs also show the slightly greater time scores obtained
during the night which suggests a minor effect of the subjects' diurnal cycle although the
differences between day and night scores were not statistically significant,

DRIVING EXERCISES

The mean performance and time scores for the four driving exercises are summarized
in Table 2. rhe pe-rformance and time scores for the individual exercises are plotted in
Figures 4 to 11.

LpR Obstacle. The mean performance accuracy and time scores are plotted in
Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows that the extended period of activity had no effect on
tht, accuracy of the performance of the experimental group, Both groups received about
four of the six possible points Lor accuracy in the first 12-hour period, and showed
similar steady and signiificant Improvement during the experiment, The main effect of the
extended period of activity, seen in Figure 5, was to increase the crossirg time for the
experimental group in the exercises conducted after the first 12-hour period.

Table 2

Driving Exercises Mean Scores

124iour Period

Exercise Grout) 1 2 3 4

Accuracy Time8O Accuracy Time" Acauracy Timlel Acuay ie

Log C 4.2 29 4.8 30 5.1 26 5,6 26
E 4 .3 b 311) 5.5 37 5.1c 39t" 5.1 40

Ditch C 3.9 30 4.3 44 4.6 36 4.6 41
E 3.8 30 4,0 29 4.Oc 33cl 3.8 29

Slalom C 10 59 10 55 9.8 54 9.9 56
E 9.8C 60c 9.6 54 9,9c 50c 9.5 52

Minefleld C 4,0 135 3,0 146 2.1 137 2.3 102
E 2 .8 b 12 9 b 2 .7b 1 5 6 b 2 ,3 " 10 0 b 1 .9h 1 2 7 b

* 'ki seconds.
bN-15
CN- 19

ii
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Ditch Crossing. rhe main accuracy and time scores obtained in the ditch crossing
exercises, plotted in Figures 6 and 7, do not show any effect of the extended period of
activity, The accuracy scores for both groups were relatively constant at about four of
the maximum of five points during every 12-hour period and the only difference between
groups is the significantly longer crossing time taken by the control group. The direction
of this difference is contrary to the expected direction of any difference and probably
reflects the effect of nonexperimental variables.

Slalom. The numbers of slalom markers the crews were able to successfully pass are
plotted in Figure 8 which shows that the main effect of the extended period of activity
was to depress the accuracy of the experimental group, The control group w;cores were
nearly a perfect 10 throughout the experiment, but the experimental group scores were
slightly, and significantly, smaller. This difference between groups wag determined
primarily by the increased number of errors committed by the experimental group during
the two night periods; but the analysis of variance did not indicate any significant
differences in scores for the different periods. The time scores, shown in Figure 9, were

12
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quite similar and both groups showed a significant deerease in the time required to drive
the slalom course.

Minefield. The number uf contacts with the path-marking tape and the time r, quired
to traverse the minefield are shown in Figure:, 10 and 11. These rtuults show no effects
of the extended period of activity. The peiformances of the two groups were quite
similar. The number of contacts with the waarking tape averaged between two and three,
and both groups improved their time scorvs significantly during the course of tho
,xperiment.
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SURVEILLANCE EXERCISES

Passive Surveillance. The mean number of detections, in four presentations of each
target, and the mean target-detection time for each type of target are given in 'rable 3. The
scores obtained at night, periods 2 and 4, were depressed because of inclement weather and
equipment malfunction, and scores are given only for the day periods, 1 and 3.

Table 3

Passive Surveillance Moan Detection Scores

12-hour Period

Target Group 1 20 :3 40

Detections Tirneb Detections Timeb

Tanks C 3.3 25 3.2 24
E 2,6 28 2,8 28

1/4-Ton C 2.9 27 3.3 24

E 2.8 26 2.8 29

Troops C 2.0 32 3,0 26
E 1.8 33 2,2 32

OScores obtained during night periods 2 and 4 were Invalidated by the effects of non-experimental

variables and are not included in this table,
bin seconds,

The detection scores obtained with each type of target are plotted in Figure 12,
The experimental group performed less well than the control group with all targets, but
only the differences in scores obtained with the troop t~a'ret were significant. The slight
improvement shown by both groups from the first to the second day in the number of
troop targets detected is also statistically significant.

The detection time scores plotted in Figure 13 show that the experimental group
tended to take longer than the control group to detect the targets, 'he differences were
small, however, and again only the differences in scores for the two groups obtained with
the troops target were significant. The difference between groups in trends of the scores
obtained with the ¼/-ton vehicle targets was also significant, Considered together, the
detection accuracy and time scores show that the control group performance improved,
particularly with the smaller targets, from period to period but the experimental group
improved much less or actually deteriorated. The differences In the performance uf the two
groups are small, however, and limited to the smaller ond more difficult targets.

Moving ,Surveillanc, For this exercise four machine guns with blank ammunition ..vore
positioned at points along a four-mile section of the tank route. The tanks passed this
section twice during each complete circuit of the course. Each time they passed the tanks
received fire from two of the positions. To maintain the element of surprise, the firing
positions were different each time the tanks passed. The tank crew's task was to detect the
gun emplacement and to indicate this by aiming the main gun at it during the day Ur
Illuminating it with the searchlight at night. The mean number of the four emplacements
detected each 12-hour period is given in Table 4.
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Table 4

Moving Surveillance Mean Detection Scores

k Group12-hour Period
SGroup - -

1r 2 3 4

C 2.0 2.8 3.6 3.2

E 2.6 1.8 2,2 2.8

The scores ar, plotted in Figur, 14 where a signifiQcant differewnce bettween gr.tus) in
th.e trends of the scores may be seen. Overall, the control group showed an improvement
through the course of the experiment, whereas the experimental group sho%.,d an initial
decrement arid then a subsequent gradual improvement to the level of proficiency shown
by them on the first day. The significant interaction between the groups and the hours of
activity indicates that the efficiency of the experimental group was reduced by the
exte.ided period of duty althOough they did show a gradual improvement after the first
day.

Mean Number Targets Detected, Moving Surveillance:
Successive 12-Hour Periods
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GUNNERY EXERCISES

The firing accuracy and time scores, where, anpropriate, for the gunnery exc:reise~s are
given in Tdble 5 and plotted in Figures 15 to 21.

Phase 1. In this exercise the tanks were stationary and the crews firr'd the main gun
at stationary targets', standard 6' x 6' panel targets located at ranges of 7/00.900,
1100-1200, and 1500-1700 meters. The pattern of the tar'get position is shown in Figure
A-i in Appendix A. The tank crews were issued three rounds per target, but to conserve
ammunition they were instructed to cease fire if they scored a hit. on the first or second
round. In thc scorinlg procedure, hit scores were weighted differentially, three points for a
hit on routnd one, two for a hit on round two, one for a hit on round three, and zero if
no hits were recorded. Trhe scores obtained for each of the three targets were combined
and the maximum mean sc:ACe for a tank was taken as three points.
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Table 5

Gunnery Exercises Mean Scores

12-hour Period

Phase Group 1 2 3 4

Accuracy Timed Accuracy Timed Accuracy d Accuracy Timed

Phase I C 1,1 41 0.5 32 1.1 31 0,9 46
Main Gun E 0.9 33 0.7 57 0.9 36 0.6 48

Phase I1 b C 0,4 0.5 0.9 1.1
Coaxial
Machine Gun E 06 0.8 0.l 0.9

Phase IlIc C .6 13 .3 25 1.2 9 1,4 15
Cal. 50
Machine Gun E .5 15 1.0 14 1.0 8 1,2 12

Phase III C 18 16 .9 16 1,4 14 1,5 12
Main Gun L 1.3 18 1.0 16 1,2 14 1.5 13

IMaximum mean score for a tank-3 points.
bpoor, 5 hits; fair, 5 to 10; good, 10 to 15; excellent, 15 to 20 hits.
cPoor, 5 or less hits; fair, 6 to 19; good, 20 to 29; excullent, 30 to 50 hits.
din second&.

The mean accuracy and time to first round scores are plotted in ligures 15 and
16. As shown, the performances of the two groups did not differ. In general, the crews
did not score a hit until the third round was fired during the day periods and were
slightly, although not significantly, less accurate during the night periods. During the day
periods about 35 seconds were required to fire the first round, and at night a sig.iifi-
cantly longer time, about 45 seconds, was required.

Overall, the results do not indicate any serious effect of the extended period of
activity on firing the main gun. The lower accuracy and greater time scores obtained
during the night periods probably reflect the difficulty of firing under artificial illumina-
tion and a possible loss in performance related to a conflict between the diurnal cycle of
the subjects and the demand for alertness.

Phase 1I. Crews fired the coaxial machine gui from the tanks moving at 5 mph in
Phase 11 of the gunnery exercises, The stationary targets were 4' x 20' panels at 200.,
300-, or 400-meters distance, The layout of the firing range is shown in Figure A-2 in
Appendix A. During the night periods the targets were illuminated by tank-mounted
searchlights.

Each tank fired one burst of 20 rounds at each of three targets. On the basis of
observation of the tracer streams, scorers estimated the number of hits and rated the
firing accuracy as poor, fair, good, or excellent, if the ciew obtained less than 5, 5 to 10,
10 to 15, or 15 to 20 hits, respectively, For statistical analysis, the accuracy ratings, from
lowest to highest, were assigned quantitative values of 0, 1, 2, or 3.

The results obtained with all targets were combined for each group and Figure
17 shows the mean rating scores per burst of 20 rounds. The performances of the two
groups were quite similar. Neither performed well, because of lack of practice as well as
equipment malfunction, but both showed some improvement during the course of the
experiment. The variability of the scores was large, however, and the change in scores
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from period to period is not significant. The close similarity of the performances of the
two groups suggests that the extended period of activity had no marked effect on the
firing of the coaxial machine gun.

Phase Ill, Tanks were stationary and the crews fired the main gun and the caliber
.50 machine gun at moving targets in Phase Ill, The targets for the machine gun were
located at 600 meters and those for the main gun at 900 meters. Each crew fired six
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rounds with the main gun and was scored for time to fire the first round, as well as for
accuracy. In Figures 18 and 19 the plotted data show that the performances of the two
groups with the main gun were closely similar. The crews required about 15 seconds to
fire the first round and, in general, scored but one hit with the 6 rounds. The trend of
the scores suggests some improvement in both accuracy and time scores through the
experiment, but again the variability of the scores was large and the differences were not
statistically significant.
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The crew fired two belts of 50 rounds with the caliber .50 machine gun and were
scored for both accuracy and time to first round, The number of hits was estimated on
the basis of observation of the tracer streams by scorers who rated the firing accuracy as
poor, 5 or fewer hits; fair. 6 to 19; good, 20 to 29, or excellent, 30 to 50 hits. For
statistical analysis the accuracy ratings, from lowest to highest, were assigned quantitative
values of 0, 1, 2, or 3. The results of the exercises, shown in Figures 20 and 21, indicate
no differences in the performance levels of the two groups, or any effl.ct of the extended
duty period. Figure 20 shows that during the course of the experiment the mean
accuracy scores improved slightly from 5 or less to between 6 and 19 hits with 50 rounds
fired, hut the differences in the scores obtained during the different 12-hour periods are
not statistically significant.

In the four gunnery i'xercisvs the accuracy scores for the control and experimental
groups were quite similar, and the data suggest that the extended period of activity did
not affect the crew's performances. The performance levels were quite low, however, and
these results must be considered with caution since the low scores, particularly those
obtained in the earlier 12-hour periods and due to nonexperimental variables, may have
precluded the appearance of performance decrements during the course of the
experiment,

MAINTENANCE EXERCISES

The mean maintenance scores are given in Table 6 and are plotted in Figures 22 and
23, The results show no differences between groups in levels or trends. The crews

Table 6

Maintenance Exercises Mean Scores

12-hour Period

Group 1 2 3 4

Accuracy Times Accuracy Times Accuracy , Times Accuracy Timen

C 5,9 533 5.6 664 6.2 519 6,3 544
E 5,6 448 5.0 516 6.0 5 14 b 4.8 469

'In secondc.
bN.19

required eight to nine minutes to complete the mainteiiance procedures and usually
performed all but one of seven checks correctly. The slight but significant decrement in
the performance scores during the night periods probably reflects the effects of reduced
visibility at night with flashlight illumination as well as possibly the conflict of the
activity schedule with the diurnal cycle of the subjects. The results of the maintenance
exercises do not indicate any serious effect of the extended period of activity upon the
performance of maintenance tasks.
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DISCUSSION

The primary concern of this research was the possible cumulative adverse effects of
extended periods of field activity on selected areas of tank crew performance: communi-
cation, driving, surveillance, gunnery, and maintenance. Two of the basic activities
tested-communication and maintenance-were found not to be affected to any signifi.
cant degree by extending operations for a period of 48 hours. The effect on gunnery was
unclear because of the initial low proficiency of the crews. Only the scores for passive
surveillance and for some of the driving tasks indicated reasonably clear performance
decrements that were probably due to lack of sleep.

COMMUNICATION AND MAINTENANCE

The communication exercises and to a small extent, the maintenance exercises,
placed the greatest demands on the cognitive and short-term memory abilities of the
subjects. The results for the RTP exercises, however, do not show the performance
decrements typically found in previous studies of the effects of loss of sleep on the
performance of tasks involving these abilities (3,4,5,6,7,8,9). A possible explanation is
that the level of difficulty and demand was pro-baby'greater in these previous experi-
menits than it was in the exercises included in the present study. Although ordinary
communication performance was unaffected by the lack of sleep, communication pro-
cedures such an authentication, which place greater cognitive and perceptual demands on
the operator, may be more seriously affected by the lack of rest, especially if the task is
carried on for lengthy periods under pressure for speed in performance.

GUNNERY

The gunnery exercises included the behavioral element, reaction time, which has
been shown to be sensitive to the effects of loss of sleep (4,5,10,11). But there were a
number of variables in the gunnery exercises which probably-awitid to reduce the effects
of the lack of rest and account, in part, for the lack of a performance decrement during
the 48 hours. For example, physical activity and noise level, as well as the intrinsic
interest of a task, have been identified as factors which may raise the level of motivation
and arousal enough to overcome the effects of extended activity and loss of sleep
(4,12,13,14,15). But because of equipment malfunction, insufficient training, and other
iro"'ems,'fhle- accuracy scores were so low that evidence of performance decrements may

huve been precluded and it may only tentatively be concluded that gunnery is unaffected
by loss of sleep.

SURVEILLANCE

The only marked performance differences between the control and experimental
groups easily attributable to the effects of the extended period of activity were found in
the surveillance exercises. The slower improvement and generally poorer performance of
the experimental group iii the moving surveillance exercises probably reflects a decrement
in the alertness and motivation due to loss of sleep (5,12,16,17,18).

The performance of the experimental group was @so-ign-ilfieantly lower than that of
the control group with the 'A-ton vehicle targets in the passive surveillance ex,3rcises. It is
difficult, however, to accept this result as an important indication o. an effect due to the
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lack of rest since the performance of the experimental group with the more difficult
smaller troop targets did not also show a similar decrement,

DRIVING

The results of the driving exercises do not unequivocally support the conclusion that
driving performance was affected by the prolonged period of activity. Only the results for
the log obstacle and slalom exercises show reasonably clear, if small, performance
decrements for the experimental group. In the slalom the experimental group was slightly
less accurate, and in the log obstacle exercise they took more time but were about as
accurate as the control group.

Such a trade-off of time to maintain accuracy is a common response of subjects
performing self-paced tasks under conditions of fatigue or sleep loss (4,19,20). Crews may
not upply the trade-off consistently, however. In the ditch crossing exe'eii,, for example,
the experimental group was not as proficient as the control group, but took significantly
less time; and in the minefield exercise there were no differences in the performances of
the two groups.

Considered together, the results obtained in the four driving exercises support the
conservative conclusion that an extended period of activity results in significant, hut
relatively minor decrements in the performance of gross driving activities as used in the
present experiment,

The results of the driving exercises contrast rather sharply with those obtained by
Herbert and Jaynes (2_1), for example, who obtained decrements in performance after
only an hour of driving, and by Drucker et at, (2), who found a decline in performance
over 48 hours of activity, particularly during periods normally given to sleep. Both groups
in the present field test showed improvement in driving performance during the course of
the experiment. The improvement may reflect in part the fact that driving performance
was measured during short test periods and the same driving exercises were repeated each
12-hour period.

Also important is the difference between the driving tasks used in this field test and
those used by Drucker and others. A performance measurement that includes driving
continuously for several hours nr the manipulation of a simulator, as in Drucker's
experiment, includes many characteristics of 'igilance type of tasks in which performance
is sensitive to the effects of extended activity (5,19,22). On the other hand, the specific
tank driving measurement tasks used in this field test were periodic, of short duration,
and presumably interesting; they also demanded relatively simple unitary perceptual-
motor response patterns.

Also, there is little evidence of marked effects due to conflicts between the work
time requirements and the subjects' diurnal cycle. Results obtained in the minefield,
gunnery, and maintenance exercises do show significant differenLes in performance during
the day and night work periods; but in these exercises the performance levels during the
night periods were probably also affectedi by reduced visibility and the use of artificial
illumination. Since the differences in performance scores between periods found in other
exercises, such as the RTP exercises, although suggestive, were not significant, the most
conisrvative conclusion is that the diurnal rhythm of the subjects did not affect per
formance significantly,

FACTORS IN PERFORMANCE DECREMENT

A salient feature, then, of the results of this investigation, is the general finding that
tank crew performance in most of the test exercises may be sustained at a reasonable
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level of proficiency despito the requirement of 48 hours of continuous activity, These
results corroborate informal comments by officers and men that tank crews can
efficiently perform their jobs during periods of 36 hours or longer without sleep, and
have often done so. The results also agree with the findings of previous investigations that
performance efficiency may be sustained over relatively long periods of continuous
activity (22,23,24,25),

The fact that field activity for 48 hours did not reduce proficiency appreciably
should not be construed as conflicting seriously with previous research findings that
prolonged activity produces decrements. In the course of studying this problem investi-
gators have Identified a number of factors which affect the degree to which performance
decrements are found (e.g., 4,5,11,12,13). In general, these factors may be characterized
as those affecting the generai-asd-ih6-mentary levels of motivation and arousal of the
subjects,

In the field, the situation is real, and the level of motivation of a subject is probably
higher than it is in a simulated environment, The penalties for failure to perform a
driving task properly, for example, are much more severe in the field than in a simulator,
Both the amount and the variety of sensory stimulation and muscular activity are usually
much greater in the field. A variety of relatively short test exercises were used in this
field exercise, Also, between the exercises there were periods during which activity could
be reduced to a relatively low level, Thus, the subjects may have made a compensatory
effort during the actual periods of test activity. Also, the test exercises chosen were to
represent normal rather than particularly complex problem requirements, and offered a
reasonable amount of intrinsic interest.

The importance of some of these variables was )ndicated by Drucker and his
associates, and they suggested that the results of a field experiment might not show the
mat'ked performance decrements that were found in the laboratory (2). The present
results confirm this forecast and clearly show that tank crews can remoin active for 48
hours withrout marked loss of proficiency. Further, rince previous investigations have
shown that under certain conditions serious performance decrements may accompany
extended periods of activity, we may tentatively conclude that such decrements may be
offset or reduced under conditions which also produce reasonably high levels of motiva-
tion and arousal.

LIMITATIONS OF CONCLUSIONS

Limitations on the application of these conclusions must be recognized, of course.
The relatively gross activities measured in the test exercises were chosen to represent
present-day combat requirements and did not place high demands on the cognitive,
perceptual, or motor skills of the subjects. The results of the experiment suggest only
that tank crews can maintain adequate proficiency and meet these contemporary require-
ments during prolonged combat. As tanks, armament, and surveillance and communica-
tions equipment become more sophisticated, it can be assumed that future proficiency
requirements in basic activities such as driving, gun:nery, and surveillance will be
increasingly stringent. And since the relatively gross activities tested in the pr-sent
experiment were affected by the prolonged activity, it can be assumed that the wore
demanding future activities may be more seriously affected.

It should also be recognized that the present experiment stimulated a single effort
type of combat problem and care must be exercised in extrazjoiating the results to a
combat situation. At the beginning of the experiment the subjects were presumed to be
well-rested and well-fed, and had not been subjected to a high stress environment. In a
combat situation there is a high probability that immediately previous stress, both mental
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and physiological, and a sleep debt may already exist when the extended period of
continuous duty begins. A number of experiments have shown that subjects may be more
susceptible to the effects of sleep loss ruder these conditions (e.g., 26,27). For some
personnel, the increased stress and arousal of combat may result in improved or main-
tained performance, but for many the cumulative effects of fatigue and debilitating
conditions may be intensified by increased stress and accompanied by serious loss of
ability to perform (28).

The following paragraphs summarize the results of the present research into the
effects of sustained performance by tank crews for a 48-hour period.

(1) Activities that demand a protracted high level of alertness or complex
perceptual-motor activity, such as the moving surveillance and some driving tasks, are the
most sensitive to the adverse effecto of loss of sleep.

(2) Under field conditions tank crews are able to perform present day communica-
tion, driving, surveillance, gunnery, and maintenance tasks without large performance
decrements during a 48-nour period without sleep.

(3) Under field conditions, performance at tvight is not significantly affected by the
subjects' diurnal rhythms.

(4) The results of this research do not indicate that changes in unit organization or
tactical doctrine are necessary to accomplish continuous operations for periods up to 48
hours.
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Appendix A

EXERCISE PROCEDURE AND SCORE SHEETS



Annex 1: Radiotelephone Procedure Exercises

1. GENERAL
a. There are 6 radiotelephone procedure exercises, Each RTP exercise consists of six

R'rP items,
1. All 6 RTP exercises will be administered during the first 24 houis of operation. A

second repetition of the same 6 R1'1 exercises will l)e conducted during the second 24
hours of the 48-hour operation.

c. The 6 RTP exercises will be given at three sites.
(1) Base Camp RTP Sets No, 1 and 4.
(2) Passive Surveillance Range . RTP Sets No. 2 and 5.
(3) Gunnery Exercise Range (During PHASE III and IV when not on

Firing Line) - RTP Sets No. 3 and 6.
(4) RTP Sets Nos. 1, 2, and 3 given during DAYLIGHT,
(5) RTP Sets Nos, 4, 5, and 6 given during DARKNESS.

d. RTP exercises numbers I (Daylight) and 4 (Darkness) are conducted at Base Camp
(c(1) above), Procedure Items 1 and 2 (of exercise Sets No, 1 and 4) require the radio net
to be opened (item 1), and a radio check be conducted (item 2), The OIC will effect the
opening of the net (item 1), Item 1 will be scored by the senior scorer, for the platoon,
item 2 will be effected by the O!C, also- however, item 2 will be scored by each scorer
on each tank, as will all subsequent RTP exercises.

u. Immediately after Item 2 has been scored, the scorer will direct the tank commander
to place his radio on "interphone," All subsequent "transmissions" will be over the inter-
phone during the R rP exercises, using normal RTP,

f. The scorer will act in the role of OIC, and will use his normal call-sign and suffix,
except as noted in d, above,

g. Each tank commander will be required to write certain message trAnsmiss:,ns from
the scorer. The writing of the transmissions will be scored for accuracy of reception and
accuracy of word sequences.

h. Each exercise will require approximately 1 5 minutes.
i. Each scorer will be issued a booklet containing the 6 RIT exercises.
J. Materials Required (See -- ),

2. PROCEDURE
a. Each scorer will mount his assigned tank, and instruct the tank commander to

TURN HIS RADIO ON.
b. Each scorer will connect his handset to the Loader's Intercommunication

Set Control.
c, Each scorer will signal the OIC when the tank commander is prepared to begin,

(Item 1, Sets 1 and 4, ONLY---see d, above).
d. Exercise Set 1, next page.
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RTP Exercise Set 1

,. / Group
Tank

1. ESTABLISHING THE RADIO NET (Scored by senior scorer for the Group)
a. OIC Transmits: (Collective Call Sign)-THIS IS (Call Sign-Suffix)--O'.'ER.
b. Each subordinate station answers this initial transmission of the OIC in

numerical order.
Score

Correct Incorrect
1st Tank: (Call Sign-Suffix)-THIS IS (Call Sign-Suffix)-OVER
2nd Tank: (Call. Sign-Suffix)-THIS IS (Call Sign.Suffix)-OVER
3d Tank: (Call Sign-Suffix)-THIS IS (Call Sign.Suffix)-OVER
4th Tank: (Call Sign.Suffix)-THIS IS (Call Sign-Suffix)-OVER
5th Tank: (Call Sign-Suffix)-THIS IS (Cull Sign-Suffix)-OVER

Total Correct .....

NOTE: Should a station be unable to answer the collective call of
the OIC in sequence, the delinquent station will answer as
the last subordinate station. Credit will be given in this
event, as a correct response, Each station must use the
FULL CALL to be correct,

c. OIC having heard from all subordinate stations now calls the net collectively and
indicates the net is now established:

OIC transmits: "(Coilective Call Sign)-THIS IS (Call Sign-Suffix)--OUT."

2. RADIO CHECK
a, OIC transmits: (Collective Call Sign)-THIS IS (Call Sign-Suffix)-RADIO

CHECK-OVER.
b. Each subordinate station answers this transmission of OIC in numerical order.

(Senior scorer for the Group will score subordinate station's ORDER OF RESPONSE
ONLY.) Score

Correct Incorrect
1st Tank: THIS IS (Call Sign-Suffix)--
2d Tank: THIS IS (Call Sign-Suffix)-
3d Tank: THIS IS (Call Sign-Suffix)--
5th Tank: THIS IS (Call Sign-Suffix)-

Total Correct

c. As each subordinate station rusponds, the scorer on each tank will score the
transmission for that tank.

NOTE: Should the OIC's transmission be received Loud and
Clear, the answer must be the proword "ROUGPR_"
Any other response, in order to be correct, must use
the prowords in the following table:

Proword for Signal Strength Proword for Readability
GOOD READABLE
WEAK DISTORTED
VFRY WEAK WITH INTERFERENCE
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RTP - Set 1 (Continued)

d. Score Sheet Yes No
(1) Station used the "ABBREVIATED CALL"
(2) Station used correct PROWORD (See above)
(3) Station ended transmission with proword "OVER."

Total Correct

3. WORDS TWICE
a, S• orer. Tells the tank commander: "You are having communication difficulties

with station (Call Sign-Suffix). You will call station (Call Sign-Suffix) using the proword
WORDS TWICE procedure. I will give you the message you will transmit. You have
completed your normal preliminary calls. Do you understand the requiren-.nts?" (After
receiving an affirmative) "The message is: AWAITING YOUR ORDER." (Scorer
begins timing)

Yes No
b. Score Sheet. (Tank Commander's Transmission)

("1 C-_aV'fgn.Suffix (Example: RED DOT 6)
Call Sign-Suffix (RED DOT 6)

(2) This is (Transmitted ONCE only)
(3) Call Sign-Suffix (RED DOT 16)

Call Sign-Suffix (RED DOT 16)
(4) Words Twice

Words Twice
(5) Awaiting your order

Awaiting your order
(6) Over

Over
Total Correct

Time ____

4. SAY AGAIN WORD BEFORE/WORD AFTER
a. Scorer, Tells the tank commander: "I am going to send you a message. You will

write the message down exactly as you receive it. You will respond to my transmission
using radiotelephone procedure as required by the situation. Are you ready?" Upon being
assured the TC understands thu requ.rement, the scorer transmits the following:

(1) Scorer Transmits. (Call Sign-Suffix) THIS IS (Call Sign-Suffix)-
MESSAGE FOLLOWS-ROAD TO KILLEEN WAS
(*Cut Transmission)-PROCEED WITH CAUTION-
OVER. (Scorer starts timing) *(MINED)

(2) Tank Commander. Writes the message and responds,
b. Score Sheet, (Tank Commander's Transmission)

Yes No

(1) (Call Sign-Suffix) THIS IS (Cali Sign-Suffix)

(2) SAY AGAIN
(3) WORD
(4) AFTER (OR BEFORE)
(5) WAS (OR PROCEED)
(6) OVER

Total Correct

Time
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RTP - Set I (Continued)

c. Scorer Transmits. (Call Sign-Suffix) THIS IS (Call Sign.Suffix)-I SAY AGAIN
WORD AFTER (OR BEFORE) WAS (OR PROCEED)-MINED-OVER.

d, Tank Commander. "Rogers" the scorer's transmission and writes the word MINED
In his written message,

e, Scorer. Takes the written message from the TC and scores it for Accuracy and
Soquenc ng.

f. Score Sheet for TC's Writing Message (Check (v/) only the CORRECT responses.
Do not indicate INCORRECT responses)

WRITTEN MESSAGE Accuracy Sequence

This ... .
is

Call Sign .....
Suffix
Message
Follows
Road
To
Killeen ...
Was ....
Mined
Proceed
With
Caution
Over

Total Correct

5. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
a. Scorer. Tells the tank commander: "I will transmit a message to you. You will

respond as the situation requires."
b. Scorer Transmits. "(Call Sign-Suffix) THIS IS (Call Si.n-Suffix)-MESSAGE

FOLLOW••IME ONE FIVE ZERO NINER FIVE FIVE SIERRA-MOVE TO
ALTERNATE POSITION - ACKNOWLEDGE-OVER." (Scorer begins timing).

c. Tank Commander. Transmits.
d. Score Sheet Yes No

(1) THIS
(2) IS
(3) (CALL SIGN)
(4) (SUFFIX)
(5) WILCO
(6) OUT

Total Correct
T im e .. . ... . .... . . .

6. DO NOT ANSWER
a. Scorer. Tells the tank commander: "This is not a transmission. I will now give

you a message, and instructions for transmitting the message. Write down this message:
TIME ONE FIVE ZERO SEVEN THREE FIVE SIERRA-EXECUTE PLAN ALFA. You
will now transmit that message to (Call Sign-Suffix_) telling (Call Sign-Suffix) you do NOT
want an answer, Do you understand the requirement?" When the TC says he understands,
scorer begins timing,

b. Tank Commander. Transmits,
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RTP - Set 1 (Continued) Yes No

c. Score Sheet. 
Y

(1) (Call .Qg-" Suffix)
(2) THIS IS)
(3) (Call Sign.Suffix)
(4) MESSAG'; FOLLOWS
(5) DO NOT j•i,,iWER
(6) SENDS '!ME GROUP
(7) EXECUTE
(8) PLAN
(9) ALFA

(10)1
(11) SAY
(12) AGAIN
(13) (Call Sign-Suffix)
(14) THIS IS
(15) (Call Sign-Suffix)
(16) MESSAGE FOLLOWS
(17) DO NOT ANSWER
(18) TIME GROUP
(19) EXECUTE
(20) PLAN
(21) ALFA
(22) OUT Total Correct

Time -

END OF 'rP- SET 1
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RTP Exercise. Set 2'

1. PHONETIC ALPHABET
a, Scorer. The scorer will give the tank commander a written message exactly as it is

written below, Then tells the tank commander: "You will send this mesaige to (Call Sign-
Suffix) using proper radiotelephone procedure, Do you understand the requirement"-
Upon the T'un affirmative, the scorer begins timing.

SCORING NOTE: If the TC uses the proword "I SPELL" it is correct,

b. M , "MY POSITION IS -VJ -GQ -TK -OVER"

c, Tank Commander. Transmits,
:j d. Score Sheet. Yes No

(1) (Call Sign-Suffix)
(2) THIS IS

(• f.!Sigl~g.uffix) •

(4) MY
(j'1 POSITION
(6) IS
(7) VICTOR
(8) JULIET
(9) GOLF

(10) QUEBEC
(11) TANGO
(12) KILO
(13) OVER

Total Correct
Timei____.______._
(14) Did Tc use proword "I SPELL"?

2. TIME AND COORDINATES
a. Scorer. Tells the tank commander: "You will write down the message I will

give you. Then respond to the message by using radiotelephone procedure as required by
the situation. Here is the message.

(C(all sI_ n.Suffix) THIS IS ( Sin-Suffix) REPORT 'rHE TIME YOU ARRIVED
AT PRESENT POSITION - BREAK . REPORT YOUR. LOCATION USING SIX
DIGIT COORDINATES-OVER." (Scorer begins timing,)

b. Tank Commander. Transmits.
c. Score Sheet.
d. Scorer, Aaks tank commander for his written message, and scores it for

Accuracy and Sequencing.
e. Score Sheet.

3, 1 SPELL
a, Scorer. Tells the tank commander' "This Is not a tiansmission, I am going to

give you instructions for your next requirement. I will hand you a message. You will
send thE message to the station indicated, and you will spell the word written in capital
letters, Do you understand?" The scorer hands a copyo'1he following messagent'-'e
tank commander.

"rransmit to (Call •ign.Suffix)-enemy armor sigh.ed in vicinity of Pyrongyang."
(Scorer begins timing)

1RTP exereitie 2-11 arIe presented In an abbrei,,htud form, omitting the detailti of the scoring sheets after
the first sample, Dettihls of the exurcises are uvailahlh from HumRRO Division No, 2, Fort Knox, Kentucky 40121,
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RTP - Set 2 (Continued)

b, Tank Commander. Transmits.
c, Score Sheet,

4. ABBREVIATIONS
a. Scorer, The scorer writcs the following message, gives it to the tank commander

and says, "You will transmit this message to (Call Sign-Suffix)." (Scorer begins timing.)
1. Message. "AIR HAS REPORTED 'rWO EN.MYTA KS NEAR KILLEEN

CATHOLIC CH, AREA-COORDINATES 0 24889-."
c. Tank Commander. Trar~smits.
d. Scorc Sheet.

5, SAY AGAIN ALL AFTER/ALL BEFORE
a. Scorer. Tells tank commander: "I will now transmit a message to you, You will

answer my transmission using radiotelephone procedure required by the situation, You
will also write the message down as you receive it. Do you understand?" When the TC
indicates he understands, the scorer will send the following message (omitting the part in
capital letters. Scorer will cut off transmission, pausing required transmlssio'n time)

Message: "(Call Sign.Suffix) This is-(Call SignSuffix)-hold your position-the
enemy is trying to (FORD COWHOUSE CREEK)-OVER."

(Scorer begins timing).
b. The Tank Commander, Transmits,
c. Score Sheet,
d. Scorer, Scorer responds to the Tank Commander with thin transmission: "Call

Sign-Suffix) THIS IS (Call Sn-Sufix)-I SAY AGAIN ALL AFTER TO-FORD
COWHOUSE CREEK--OVER."

e. Tank Commander. "ROGERS" the transmission.
f, Scorer. The scorer asks the Tc for the written message, and scores it for Accuracy

and Sequency. (Check (V/) only the CORRECT responses)
g. Score Sheet. (Written Message)

6. RELAY TO/FROM
a. Scorer, Tells tank commander: "You have a message for (Cal_ Sign-Suffix)

(example: Red Dog 26) that haw to be relayed through (Call Sign-Suffix) (example: Red
Dog 16). The message is, CHOPPER WILL PICK UP PRISONERS. You have completed
the preliminm'y call to (Call Sign.Suffix) (Red Dog 16), and are now ready to transmit
your message using proper radiotelephone procedure. Do you understand the requirements?"

b. Tank Commander, Indicates he understands.
c. Scoror. Tells t-anl commander: "Transmit your message" (Begins timing.)
d. Tran-Commander, Starts transmitting the message.
e. Score Sheet,

END OF RTP - SET 2
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RTP Exercise - Set 3

1. SAY AGAIN/I SAY AGAIN
a. Scorer. Tells the tank commander: "You will transmit the following message to

my (Scorer's) station (Call Sign-Suffix), You will use the full call, The message is: ROAD
TO KILLEEN CLEAR-PROCEED ON MISSION-OVER. Do you understand the
requirement?"

b. 'rank Commander, Indicates he understands.
c. Scorer. Tells the TC' "Transrint the message."
d. Tank Commander, Begins transmission,
e. Score Sheet.
f. Scorer. The scorer transmits the following to the tank commander: "(Call Sign-

Suffix) THIS IS (Call Sign-Suffix)-SAY AGAIN-OVER." (Scorer begins timing,)
g. 'rank Commander. Transmits.
h, Score Sheet.

2. CORRECTION
a. Scorer, Tells tank commander: "You will transmit the followinlg message to

(Call Sipn.Sffix), The message: ENEMY REPORTED NORTH OF KILLEEN. Do you
understand the requirement?"

b. Tank Commander. Indicates he understands.
c. Scorer. Tells TC: "Begin your transmission"
d. Tank -Commander, Transmits message,
e. Score Sheet,
f. Scorer: The Scorer answers the 'rC's transmission with: "(Call Sign-Suffix) THIS IS

(Call Sig uffix)-ROGER-OUT." Then the scorer tells the tank commander: "Your
last transmission needs to be corrected, it should be south of Killeen, not north of Killeen,
Correct your last transmission using proper radiotelephone procedure. Do you understand?"

g, Tank Commander, Indicates he understands,
h. Scorer. Tells the tank commander: "Start transmitting," (Scorer begins timing
i. Score Sheet.
J, Scorer. Answers transmission with: "THIS IS (Call Sign-Suffix) -ROGER-OUT,"

3. READ BACK/I READ BACK
a, Scorer. Tells tank commander: "I will send you a message. You will write the

message down, and then you will answer my message using proper radiotelephone
procedure, Do you understand?"

b. Tank Commander. Indicates he understands.
c, Scorer. Sends the following message: "(Call Sign-Suffix) THIS IS (Call Sign.Suffix)-

READ 'A'i--ROUTINE-ENEMY MOVING IN DIRECTION OF KILLEEN FROM
SOUTH-OVER," (Scorer begins timing,)

d, Tank Commander. Starts transmission.
e. Score Sheet.

4. THAT IS CORRECT/WRONG
a. Scorer. Tells the tank commander: "Assume you called station (Call Sign-Suffix)

and trvi--siIWed a READ BACK message. Further assume that rtation (Call Sign-Suffix)
read back your message without error. You will now respond to station (gall Sign-fix)
using proper radiotelephone procedure. Do you understand the requirement?"

b. Tank Commander. Indicates he understands.
c. Scorer. Tells the TC "Transmit your response" (Begins timing)
d, Score Sheet,
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RTP • Set 3 (Continued)

5. VERIFY/I VERIP'Y
a. Scorer. The scorer will write the following mesbage on a piece of paper: COVER

COWHOUSP, CREEK CROSSING UNTIL 1400 HOURS, Scorer then tells the tank
commander: "I will give you a written message. You will transmit the message to me
(Call Sign.Sufflx), I will answer ycur transmission. Then, you will respond to my trans.
mission using proper radiotelephone procedure. Do you understand?"

b.,'rank Commander, Indicates he understands.
c, Scorer. Gives written message to the IIC. Tells the TC: "Here is the message.

Transmit it to me."
d, Tank Commander. Transmits message,
e. Score Sheet.
f. Scorer, The scorer responds to this message with the following transmission,

"( ( SF fflx)-THIS IS (Call Slgn.Suffix)-VERIFY WORD AFTER CREEK-OVER."
(Begins timing,)

g, Tank Commander. Transmits.
h, Score Sheet.
f, Scorer. Answers: "THIS IS (Call Sign-Suffix)-ROGER-OUT,"

6. WILCO
a, S...jrer. Tells the tank commander: "I will send a message to you, You will write

the meusaige-'-own, and answer using proper radiotelephone procedure, Do you understand?"
b, Tank Commander, Indicates he understands,
c. Scorer, Transmits the following message to the tank commander: "(Call Sý_ n

Suffix) THIS IS (Call Sign-Suffix) PROCEED TO OBJECTIVE RED-MOVEMFNT WILL
BE COMPLETED AT TIME ZERO SIX ZERO ZERO ROMEO-OVER." (Begins timing,)

d. Tank Commander, Transmits,
e. Score Sheet,
f. Scorer. Asks tank commander for his written message, Scorer will score the

written message for Accuracy and Sequence, Score with a check ( v/ ) the correct
responses only,

END OF RTP - SET a
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RTP Exercise.- Set 4

1. ESTABLISHING THE RADIO NET (Scured by senior scorer of Group,)
a. OIC Transmits: (Collective Call $ln)-THIS IS (Call Sign-Suffix)-OVER.
b. Each subordinate station answers. this initial tmansmission of the OIC in numerical

order,
NOTE: Should a station be unable ýo answer the collective call of the

OIC in sequence, the delinquent station will answer as the
last subordinate station, Credit will be given in this event, as
a correct response, Each station must use the FULL CALL
to be correct.

c. OIC having heard from all subordinate stations now calls the net collectively and
indicates the net is established. OIC transmits: "(Collective Call Sign)-THIS IS (Call
Sign-Suffix)--OUT."

2. RADIO CHECK
a. OIC transmits: "(Collective Call)-THIS IS (Call Sign.Suffix)-RADIO CHECK-

OVER".
b, Each subordinate station answers this transmission of OIC in numerical order

(Senior scorer for Group will score subordinate station's ORDER OF RESPONSE only).
c, As each subordinate station responds, the scorer on each tank will score the

transmission for that tank,

NOTE: Should the OIC's transmission be received Loud and Clear, the
answer must be "ROGER", Any other response, In o-der to
be correct, must use the prowords in the following table:

Proword for Signal Strength Proword for Readability
GOOD
WEAK DISTORTED
VERY WEAK WITH INTERFERENCE

d. Score Sheet,

3. WORDS TWICE
a. Scorer. Tells the tank commander: "You are having communication difficulties

with etation (Call Sign-Suffix). You will call station (Call Sign-Suffix) using the proword
WORDS TWICE procedure. I will give you the message to transmit. You have completed
your normal preliminary calls, Do you understand Lhe requirement?" (After receiving
an affirmative), "The message is: GIVE ME A TIME CHECK." (Scorer begins timing.)

b. Score Sheet, (Tank Commander's Transmission)

4, SAY AGAIN WORD BEFORE/WORD AFTER
a. Scorer, Tells the tank commander: "I am going to send you a message. You

will write the message down exactly as you receive it. You will respond to my trans-
mission using radiotelephone procedure as required by the situation. Are you ready?"
Upon being assurud the TC understands the requirement, the scorer transmits the following:

(1) Scorer Transmits: "(Call SignSuffix) THIS IS (Call Sign.Suffix)-
MESSAGE FOLLOWS-BRIDGE ON(7Cut trainsmission) CREEXT ~qTdnD-OVER.
(Scorer begins timing) *(COWHOUSE)

(2) Tank Commander. Writes the message and responds.
b, Score Sheet (Tank Commandler's Transmission)
c. Scorer Transmits. (Call Sign.Suffix) THIS IS-(all Sign-Suffix)-I SAY AGAIN

SV' jL,,D AFTER (or BEFORE) ON (or CREEK) COWHOUSE-OVER.
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RTP - Set 4 (Continued)

d. Tank Commander, "ROGERS" the scorer's transmission, and writes the word
COWHOUSE in his written message,

e, Scorer. Takes the written message from the TC and scores It f Accuracy and
Sequencing.

f, Score Sheet for TC's Written Message.

5. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
a. Scorer. Tells the tank commander: "I will transmit a message to you. You will

respond as the situation requires,"
b. Scorer Transmits, "(Call Sign-Suffix) THIS IS (Call Sign-Suffix)--MESSAGE

FOLLO'W-REMAlN IN PRESENT POSITION-ACKNOWLEDGE--OVER" (Scorer
begins timing)

c. Tank Commander. Transmits,
d. Score Sheet,

6, DO NOT ANSWER
a. Scorer, Tells tank commander: "This is not a transmission, I will give you a

message, -and instructions for transmitting the message, Write this message down: TIME
TWO THREE ZERO EIGHT TWO FIVE SIERRA-HOLD YOUR FIRE-. You will now
transmint that message to (Call Sign-Suffix) telling (Call Sign-Suffix) you do NOT want an
answer, Do you understand the tequirement?" When the TC says he understands, scorer
begins tlming,

b. Tank Commander. Transmits,
c. Score Sheet.

END OF RTP - SET 4
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RTP Exercise - Set 5

1. PHONETIC ALPHABET
a, Scorer, The scorer will give the tank commander a written message exactly as it is

written helow, Then tells the tank commander: "You will send Lhis message to (Call
Sign-Suffix) using proper radiotelephone procedure. Do you understand the requirement?"
Upon receiving the TC's affirmative, the scorer begins timing.

). Message. "MY POSITION IS-KJ-WF--IL-OVER"'
c, Scoring Note. If TC uses "I SPELL" it is incorrmct.
d.rank Commander. Transmits.
e, Score Sheet.

2. TIME AND COORDINATES
a. Scorer. Tells the tank ,oommander: "You will write down the message I will give

you. Then respond to the message by using radiotelephone procedure as required by the
situation. Here is the message;

(Call Sign-Suffix) THIS IS (Call Sign-Suffix)-REPORT TIME YOU DEPARTED
BASE CAMFP--BREAK--REPORT PRESENT POSITION USING SIX DIGIT
COORDINATES-OVER," (Scorer begins timing.)

b. Tank Commander. Transmits,
c. Score Sheet,
d, Scorer. Asks tank commander for his written message, and scores it for Accuracy

and Sequence.
e, Score Sheet,

3. 1 SPELL
a. Scorer. Tells Lhe tank commander: "This is not a transmission. I am going to

give you instructions for your next requirement. I will hand you a message. You will
send the message to the station indicated, and you will spell the word written in capital
letters, Do you understand?" The scorer hands a copy o-fthe following message to-
tank commander.

"Transmit to: (Cali S itn-Syfx-fu)ur medium tanks sighted near MUSCKATUCK."
(Scorer begins timing.)

b, 'rank Commander, Transmits,
c. Score Sheet.

4. ABBREVIATIONS
a, Scorer, The scorer writes the following message, gives it to the tank commander

and sayiý "You will transmit this message to (Call Slgn-Suffix)," (Scor begins timing.)

b. Message: "CAVALRY UNITS REPORT ENEMY TROOPS NEAR KILLEEN CEM,
AREA--COORDINATES 005915-."

c, Tank Commander, Transmits,
d. Score Sheet,

5, SAY AGAIN ALL AFTER/ALL BEFORE
a. Scorer. Tells tank commander:. "I will now transmit a message to you, You will

answer rmy transmission using radiotelephone procedure required by the situation. You
will also write the message down as you receive it, Do you undeistand?" When the TC
indicates he understands, the scorer will send the following message (omittin thýe_ at in
capital letters. Scorer will cut-off the transmission, pausing the required transmitting time).

Message: "(Call Sign-Suffix) THIS IS (Call Sign-Suffix)-Road to Killeen is
(CLEAR-PROCEED WITH CAUTION)--OVER,"

(Scorer begins timing).
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RTP - Set 5 (Continued)

b, Tank Commander, Transmits.
c. Score Sheet,

I Id. Scorer, Scorer responds to the tank commander with this transmission: "(Call
r Sign-suffix) THIS IS (Call Sign-Suffix) I SAY AGAIN ALL AFTER IS-CLEAR-

PROC EDWITH CAUTION -OVER.
e, 'rank Commander. "ROGERS" the transmission.
f, Scorer. The scorer asks the TC for the written message, and t;cores it.for

Accuracy and Sequence. (Check (I/) only the CORRECT responses),
g. Score Sheet.,

6, RELAY 'rOiFROM
a. Scorer, Tells tank commander: "You have a message for (Call Sign-Suffix)

(Example: Hot Shot 26) that has to be relayed through (Call Sign-Suffix) (Example:
Hot Shot 16). The message Is: CONTINUE ON YOUR PRESENT MISSION. You have
completed your preliminary call to (Call Sign-Suffix) (Exaimple: Hot Shot 16), and
are now ready to transmit your message using propr radiotelephone procedure, Do you
understand the requirement?"

b, Tank Commander, Indicates he understands,
c. Scorer. Tells tank commander: "Transmit your message." (Begins timing.)
d. 'rank Commander. Starts transmittitig message.
e, Score Sheet.

END OF RiT - SET 5
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RTP Exercise - Set 6

1. SAY AGAIN/I SAY AGAIN
a. Scorer. Tells the tank commander: "You will 'ransmit the following message to

my (Scorer's) station (Call ) You will use the full call, The message is:
COWHOUSE CREEK IS FLTOODED-ROCEED WITH CAUTION--OVER. Do you
understand the requirement?"

b. Tank Commander. Indicates he understands,
c, Scorer. 'rells the TC: "Transmit the messp.ge"
d, 'rank Commander. Begins transmission.
e, Score Sheet,
f, Scorer, The scorer transmits the following to the tank commander; "(C n-

Suffix) THIS IS (Call SNgn.SuffLx), SAY AGAIN-OVER." (Scorer begins timing,)
g. Tank Commander. Transmits,
h, Score Sheet.

2. CORRECTION
a. Scorer. Tells tank commander: "You will transmit the following message to

(ClS i-ufix). The message: TRUCK CONVOY WILL ARRIVE 1600 HOURS, Do
you understand the requirement?"

b. Tank Commander. Indicates he understands,
c. Scorer, Tells TC: "Begin your transmission."
d., Tanh""-Commander, Transmits message,
e. Score Sheet,
f. Scorer-T-he scorer answers the TC's transmission with: "(Call Sign.Sufflx) THIS

IS (Call Sign-Suffix)-ROGER--OUT", Then the scorer tells the tank commander: "Your
last transmision-'-'eds to be corrected, it should be 1 not § . Correct your last
transmission using propir radiotelephone procedure, Do you understand?"

g. Tank Commander, Indicates he understands.
h. Scorer. Tells the TC: "Start transmitting. (Scorer b6gins Liming.)
I, Score Sheet,
j, Scorer, Answers transmission with: "THIS IS (Call Sign-Suffix) RCGER--OUr,"

3. READ 13ACK/I READ BACK
a. Scorer. Tells tank commander: "I will send you a message. You will write the

message down, and then you will answer my message using proper radiotelephone pro-
cedure. Do you understand?"

b. Tank Commander, Indicates he understands.
e, Scorer, Sends the following message: "(Call Sign-Suffix) THIS IS (Call Sign-Suffix)-

READ B-A-CK-MESSAGE FOLLOWS--REPORT MINED AREA IN SIX DIGIT
COORDINATES-OVER," (Scorer begins timing,)

d, Tank Commander. Starts transmission.
e. Score Sheet.

4. THAT IS CORRECT/WRONG
a. Scorer. Tells the tank commander: "Assume you called station (CaliSign-Suffix)

and transm-'mtted a READ BACK message. Further assume that station (Call Sign-Suffix)
read back your message without error. You will now respond to station (Call Sign-Sufflx)
using proper radiotelephone procedure. Do you understand the requiremenrtni'"

b. Tank Commander. Indicates he understands.
,. Scorer. Tells the TC: "Transmit your response," (Begins timing.)
d. Score Sheet
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RTP - Set 6 (Cor'tinued)

5. VERIFY/I VERIFY
a, Scorer. The scorer will write the following message on a piece of paper: HOLD

YOUR PRESENT POSITION UNTIL 1W iHOURS. Scorer then tells the tank com-
mander: "I will give you a written message. You will transmit the message to me (Call
Sign-Suffix). 1 will answer your transmission, Then, you will respond to my transmission
using proper radiotelephone procedure, Do you understand?"

b. Tank Commander, Indicates he understands.
c, Scorer. Gives written message to the TC. Tells the TC: "Here is the massage.

Transmit it to mu."
d. Tank Commander, Transmits message,
a, SC0re SheetC
f. ScotJr, The scorer respondg to this message with the following transmission:

"(Call Sign.Suffix)-THIS IS (Call, Sign-Suffix)-VIERIFY WORD AFTER POSITION-
OVER," (Begins timing.)

g, Tonk Commander, Transmits,
h, 3cEor Sheet.
i, Scorer, Answers: "THIS 'S (Call Sign.Suffix)-ROGER-OUT,"

6. WILCO
a, Scorer, Tells 6he tank commander: "I will send a message to you, You will

write the message down, and answer using proper radiotelephone procedure. Do you
understand?"

b. Tank Commander. Indicates he underscands.
c. Scorer. Transinlits the following message. to the tank commander: "(qjall Sign.

Suffix) THIS IS (Call Sign-Suffix)--PROCEED TO OBJECTIVE OREEN-MOVEMENT
WILL PEQIN AT TIME ZERO FIVE FOUR FIVE--ROMEO-OVER," (Begins timing.)

d. Tank Commander, Transmits.
e, Score Sheet.
f, Scorer, Asks tank commander for his written message, Scorer will score the

writtp.n message for Accuracy and Sequence.

END OF RTP - SET 6
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"Annes. 2: Driving Exercises

Log Obstacle

Instructions for Scorers

1. There will be one scorer fur the exercise, He will have pencils, Score Sheets, a stop-
watch, and, at night, a flashlight.

2. The scorer will stop the tanks at a previously prepared position 25 yards In front -,f
the obstacle, and proceed as follows:

a. Say to the cormrnander of the first tank, "When I say 'Begin,' drive auross the loý
obstascle. After you have crossed the obstacle, proceed according to your instruc-
tions. Ready, Begin!"

b. Start the stopwatc at the word "Bein.!"
c. Walk beside the tank, at a safe distance, as it crosses the obstacle, and mark the

Score Sheet with a check (-/) in the blank space after "yes" ot "no," as appro-
priate, for each of the Items 1 through 6,

d. As soon as the tank breaks contact with the obstacle, atop the watch and record
the time, to the nearest second, in the blank space in item 7.

e. Reset the watch at "0," and record in the "Remarks" section any unusual event(O)
which may have affected the performance. Print the scorer's name in the appro-
priate spave on the Score Sheet,

SCORE SHEET: Log Obstacle

Date: _ Group No.: - Crew No,; - _ Time:
1. Full stop before hitting obstacle, yes no-
2, Moves forward slowly until tracks make contact, yes -. no
3. Ac'elerate6 until on top of obstacle, yes no_.
4. Decelerates on top of obstacle, yes _ no
5. Hits ground without bouncing, yes no
6, Moves forward slowly until clear of obstacle. yes . noc
7. Time from start signal to #6: _ seconds

Score is number of "yes" column checks. Total:.

Remarks:
Scorer:'
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Ditch

Instructions for Scorer

1. There will be one scorer for the exercise. He will have pencils, score sheets, a stopwatch.
and, at night, a flashlight.

2. The scorer will stop the tank at a previously marked position, approximately 35 yards
in front of the ditch, and proceed as follows:

a. Order the tank to move to a previously marked position, 25 yards in front of thi
ditch, and halt..

b. Walk beside the tank, and, when it has halted, say to the tank commander "Whbi,
I say 'Begin,' drive through the ditch, After you have crossed the ditch, continue
as you have been ordered to do. Ready, Behin!"

c. Start the stopwatch at the word "Begin!"
d. Walk beside the tank, at a safe distance. as it traverses the ditch, and mark the

Score Sheet with a check mark (VI) in the blank space after "yes" or "no." as
appropriate, for each of the items 1 through 5,

e. As socti as the tank hits the ground after clearing the rear lip of the ditch, stop
and watch and recorEFT'e time in the blank space in item 6, to the nearest seond.

f, Rese. t•h watchS ,at"O" an-drecord in the "Remarks" section any unusual events
which might have affectud the !,erformance, Print the scorer's name in the appro-
priate space on the Socre Sheet,

g. Return to the start point and fohiw the procedure above until all tanks have
completed the exercise.

3. lructedure will be the same, day and night, except that the scorer will use a flashlight
at night whenever it is required, and tanks will use BOD.

SCORE SHEET: Ditch

Date; .__ . Group No. __ .Crew No,: __ Time:
1. Shifts to low before entering ditch, yes -. no--
2. Decelerates until tank hits botom. yes - no.
3. Accelerates after tank hits bottom, yes _ no-
4. Decelerates on top of rear lip of ditch, yes no-
5, Hits ground without bouncing, yes __ no
6. Time from "Begin" signal:.. seconds

Score is number of "yes" column checks. Total:

Remarks:
Scorer:
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Slalom

Instructions for Scorers

1. There will be two scorers for the exereise.
2. Each scorer will have a hand signal flag (day) or a flashlight (night), pencils, and five

copies of his Score Sheet. In addition, scorer #2 will have a stopwatch.
3. Th(, tanks will be halted by scorer #1 at a previously marked position 25 yards from

the first. marker,
4. Scorer #1 will mount the first tank and say to the tank commander: "Your tank will

move through this course as fast as possible, passing to the right of the first marker,
to the left of the second one, and so on, zigzaging until you have passed all of the
markers, Go as fast as you can, but don't hit any of the markers. I will move up to
the starting line now. Whet you see me raise the flag (flashlight, if at night), move
out After you pass the last marker, proceed according to your instructions, Remem-
ber--as fast as you can, without hitting a marker,"

5. Scorer #1 will then move to the previously marked starting line, and position himself
so that he can easily see when thie tank passes the starting line,

6. Scorer #2 will stand near the sixth marker in such a position that he can easily see
the flag (or flashlight) held by Scorer #1, and raise his flag (or flashlight) above his
head to signal that he is ready.

7. When Scorer #1 sees that Scorer #2 is ready, he will raise the signal flag (or flashlight,
at night) above his head, and the tank will move toward the starting line.

8. As soon as the tank reaches the starting line, Scorer #1 will bring down the signal flag
(or flashlight), and will move with the tank past the first five markers, marking with
a check (-/) the blank under either "Hit" or "Missed" on the score sheet, as appro.
priate, for each of the first five markers.

9. As soon as the tank has passed the fifth marker, Scorer #1 will return to the position
where the other tanks are parked, mount the next tank, and wait for the signal that
Scorer #2 is ready again.

10. As soon as Scorer #1 lowers the signal flag (or flashlight), Scorer #2 will start the
stopwatch and lower his flag (or flashlight).

11. Scorer #2 will move with the tank past the last five markers, marking the score sheet
appropriately, as for Scorer #1,

12. As soon as the tank reaches the previously marked finish line, Scorer #2 will stop the
watch and record the time to the nearest second in the blank space in item #2,
"Time:-seconds" on the Score Sheet.

13. Scorer #2 will then return to his original position near the sixth marker, reset his watch
at "0", and signal Scorer #1 that he is ready by raising his flag (or flashlight).

14. The above procedure will be followed until .l five tanks have completed the exercise.
15. If a tank fails to pass a marker (or markers) on the correct side, that/those marker/s

will be shown as '"Hit" on the Score Sheet, and tihe information will be recorded in
the "Remarks" section.

16. Tank will use IR at night.
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SCORE SHEET: Slalom, Storer #1

Date Group No: - - Crew No. -i._ Tme: -

Marker # Hit Missed

4

H{,ilvarks:
Scorer;

SCORE SHEET: Slalom, Scorer #2

DAt: Group No,: __ Crew No,: .- Time:

Marker # Vitt Missed

'7 -- -

10-

Ti'ni -- seconds
Re;mark~s:

Scorer:
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Mite Field

Instructions for Scorers

1. Four scorers, working in pairs, will be required.
2. All scorers will hzve pencils and score sheets, and one scorer in each pair will have a

stopwatch. All scorers will have flashlights at night,
3. All scorers wi!l be at a previously designated position 25 yards from the beginning of

the minefield, at the start of the exercise, and will s~ip the tanks at that point.
4. The path through the minefield will be divided into ten parts, each separated from the

others by a turn, numbered I through 10,
6. Two scorers will accompany each tank through the exercise, one on the right side, one

on the left side,
6, The scorer on the left side of the first tank will m=int the tank and tell the tank

commander to move out toward the minefield, and will guide the tank, at necessary,
to the minefleld starting point.

"7. When the tank reaches the starting point, iýhe scorer will stop the tank and say to the
tank commander, "When I say 'Move out' you will start through the minefleld. Get
through as fast as possible without hitting the marking tape on either side, When you
have gone through the mirnefield, proceed according to your instructions, Remember,
as fast as you can without touching the marking tapes."

8, The scorer will then dismount and say to the tank commander "Move outl" As soon
as he says "Move out!" he will start the Stopwatch.

9, Each scorer will move with the tank and will watch his side of the tank continuously
for contact with the marking tape,

10, Scorers will make a mark (U) on the score sheet under "Hits" for the appropriate area
each time that the tank touches the marking tapo within that area.

11, As soon as the tank crosses the end of the minefield completely, the left-side scorer
will stop the watch, order the tank to move on, record the time (to the nearest second)
in the "Time" section of the score sheet, and reset the watch at "0,"

12, Both scorr'rs will return to the tanks at the initial position in front of the minefield,
13, As soon as the first tank has gone approximately half way through the minefield, the

left.hand scorer at the second tank will order that tank to move out, and will proceed
as above.

14. The above procedurn will be followed until all tanks have completed the exercise.
15. No more than two tanks will he in the minefield at one time.
16. 'ranks will use BOD, and scorers will use flashlights at night.
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SCORE SHEET: Mine Field

Date: . Group No,: -Crew No.: Time:
Left Side (Cross out one)

Right Side
Area Hits

2
3
4B
6
7
8
9

10
Total

Time: meconds
Remarks:
Scorer:,
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"Annex 3: Surveillance Exercises

Passive Surveillance
Instructions for Target Controller

1, iarget Controller will assign each target vehicle and personnel target to its initial
location, using the appropriate Target Activation Sequence sheet provided by HumRRO
personnel,

2. At least 16 minutes before the exercise is scheduled to begin, the Controller will
assure that all target vehicles and personnel are in their designated target positions.

3, Corntroller will move to his position on the control tower and assure that all signals
are functioning properly. He will have the appropriate Target Activation Sequence
sheet, a stopwatch, pencils, and, at night, a flashlight.

4, Tanks will move into prepared positions, and one scorer will be assigned to each tank.
5, Controller will call each target in order to assure that each is ready to function,
6. Scorers will move into their assigned positions and signal Controller when they

are ready,
7. When all of the scorer-ready lighth on the Controller's panel are on, Controller will

conduct the exercise as follows:
a, Refer to "No, 1" on the Target Activation Sequence sheet in order to detOrniline

which target will appear first.
b. Start the stopwat'2h.
e. Command the first target to move out when the mtopwatch reads four (4) minutes.
d, Two minutes before the target Is to move out, alert the target by radio,
e, Thirty (30) seconds before the target is to move out, alert the target a second time,
f. When it is time for the target to move into its exposed position, issue the coln-

mand, I'Move out,"
g, At the command "Move out," push the switch that turns off the scorer-ready

lights and turns on the red lights on thet scorer's panels. Stop, reset, and start
the stopwatch.

h. After oxactly 45 seconds, operate the switch that turns off the lights on the
scorers' panels, stop the stopwatch, and radio the target to return to its concealed
position.

I, Reset and start the stopwatch.
j, Notify the previous target to move into its next concealed position, if appropriate.
k. Mark the blank space und0,r "Activate" at the end of the first row with an "X" to

indicate that this target has been used,
1. Command the next target to move out when the stopwatch reads seven (7) minutes,

repeating steps "d" through "k".
m.Procced as above for the remaining targets, waiting seven (7) minutes after each

odd-numbered target, and four (4) minutes after each even-numbered targec.
8, Procedure at night will be the same as that for day, except that Controller will use

a flashlight when reading and marking the Target Activation Sequence sheets, only,
shielding the flashlight during use so that the light is not visible to the tank crews.
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Passive SurveillanceInstructions for Scorers

1 'ranks will move into prepared positions. There will be five (5) scorers, each assigned
to one tank, and each assigned a number from 1. through 5,

2. Scorer will mount tank and assure that tank radio is turned off.
3. Scorer will make certain that his field telephone and the field telephone inside the

Lurret are still connected and that both telephones operate properly. Scorer should
-'eport any malfunction IMMEDIATELY to the Target Controller.

4. Scorer will move into position assigned to him by lHumRRltO personnel. Scorer will
have phone, stopwatch, instructions, Target Activation Sequence sheet, and score sheets,
Scorers will fill in the blanks in the first two lines of the first score sheet with infor.
reaion from the Tonget Act-a ot ieuence sheet.

5. Scorer will tell crew to report DIRECTION of target first, and tI)ENTIFICATION of
target second,

6. Scorer will ignore the switch on his panel, never changing its Initial position.
7. Scorer will man the phone.
8, As soon as a command to expose a target has been issued by the Target Controller, the

red light on the scorer's position will come on.
9. As soon as the red light comes on, the scorer will start his watch, Scorer will know

type of target, range, and direction, in each case, from data at the top of the score
slheets, or from the Target Activation Sequence sheet.

10, Tho first crewman (n the tank to detect the target will inform the scorer, via phone,
as follows:
DirectioJ (e.g., "Right Frontl")
Ideantication, (eg,, "Tank!")

11. Aa soon as the crewman reporta Direction, IF DIRECTION IS CORRECT, scorer will
record the time, to the nearest second, but wll let the watch continue to run, Time
will be recorded in the blank space in item #1 on the scor) sheet,

12, As soon as the crewman reports Identification, IF IDENTIFICATION IS cORt'~C'r,
scorer will stop the watch and record the time to the nearest second in the blank
space in item #2 on the score sheet, and enter what the crewman has identified the
target to be in the blank space in item #3 on the score sheet, fie will then record
the directiG, indicated by the crewman in the blank space in item #4 on the
score sheet,

13. If the IDENTIFICATION REPORT IS INCORRECT, or if IDENTIFILATION IS
NOT REPORTED, scorer will let the watch run. If the incorrect report is not cor.
rectad, or no report made, scorer will then stop the watch whon the red light goes
off, print "Identification incorrect" in the "Remarks" section of the Score Sheet,
and fill in the blank space in item #2 aH follows, "2•. 'rime to Identify: 16+
s•conds."
If the original incorrect report is corrected before the red ight goes off, scorer will
stop the watch and proceed as in item #12, and items +'14.17.

14, Scorer will then ask the reporting crewman, via phone, "What was the target doing?"
and check the appropriate blank Apace in item #5.

15. Scorer will then ask "What was the range?" ard record this in the blank space in
item #6.

16, Scorer will then ask "What is your crew position?" and record the answer in the
blank space in item #7,
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17. Scorer will then print his name in the blank space provided at the bottom of the
"Score Sheet, put the Score Sheet to one side, select the Score Sheet for the next
target, and fill in the blanks in the first two lines of the Score Sheet with information
from the Target Activation Sequence Sheet.

EXAMPLE

(IF CREWMAN IS CORRECT)

Crewman: "Right Front"
Scorer: a, Records time "1. Time to detect: 15 seconds,"

b. Watch voittinues to run,
e~wma: "Tank:'"

Scorer: a. Stops watch
b. Records tint, "2. Time to identify: 18 seconds,"
c, Records report "3. Identification: 'rank,"
d. Records report "4, Direction to target: Rihtrt,"
e. Asks "What was the target doing?"
f, Records report "5. Movement: None__."
g, Asks "What was the range?"
h. Records report "6. Range: 1000 meters,"
i, Asks "What ! your crew position?"
J. Records report "7, Detected by: loader,"
k, Prints name at bottom of score sheet,
I, Puts score sheet aside,
m. Selects score sheet for next target.
n, Pushes signal switch.

18. If the first report of Direction by a crewman is INCORRECT, scorer will assume that
crewman has not seen the target, but will record the time as in item #9, above, and
let the watch continue to run. If Idkntification it correct, scorer will assume that the
crewman saw the target (even thotugl Direction was reported incorrectly), will stop
the watch, and record responses as in items 10.16, above. Scorer will then print
"Direction incorrect" in the "Remarks" section of the score sheet,

19. If the first report of Direction is INCORRECT, but is corrected before the Identifica-
tion report is given, scorer will proceed as in items 10-16, above, Any change of an
incorrect Direction report after the Identification report has been given will be ignored,
and "Direction incorrect" will be recorded in the "Remarks" section of the score
sheet.

20. If two or more crewmen report at the same time, scorer will accept the report which
is correct as though It were the only report given.

21. Procedure at night will be the same as that for day, above, except that scorers will
use flashlights when filling in the score sheets, only, shielding the flashlight during
use so that light is not visible to the tank crews.

22. At completion, scorers will instruct the crew to turr their tank radios on, remove
the field telephone from the tank, and assure that all equipment is put away.
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Passive Surveillance
Instructions for Target Personnel

I. Prior to the exercise, all target personnel must know the locations of their concealed
and exposed positions, so that they can move quickly, day and night. Personnel with
two positions must know the route between the po6itions.

2, Target personnel will be informed by the Target Controller which position will be
the initial position.

3• Target personnel and vehicles will move to the first concealed positions at least fifteen
(15) minutes before the exercise is to begin.

4. All concealed positions will be such that vehicles and personnel will not be visible to
crewmen on the tanks at the exercise observation point,

B. For each concealed position there will be an exposure position, of such nature that it
is visible from all tanks at the exercise position,

6. Personnel will communicate with the Target Controller by radio,
7. Two minutes before a target vehicle or target group is to move from its concealed

position to its exposed position, the Target Controller will issue an alert by radio.
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Passive Surveillance
Target Activation Sequence

Day I

No, argut Range Oltoction Activate

1 14 (Troops) 275 Right
2 T-2 (Tank) 611 Center
3 TA (TMtnk) 600 Right
4 J-3 (Jeep) 440 Center
5 1.1 (Troops) 496 Left
6 JA2 (Jeep) 496 Left
7 1-3 (Troops) 5o0 Canter
8 T-3 (Tank) 1010 Right
0 J.1 (Jeepý 450 Lett

10 J.4 (Jeep) 590 Rt, Center
11 T-1 (Tank) 540 Left
12 1.2 (Troops) 220 Centur

Passive Survelllance

Target Activation Sequence
Night I

No, Tar•et R.ane [ Direction Activate

1 T-2 (Tank) 610 Center
2 J4 (Jeep) 590 Rt. Center
3 TA4 (Tank) S00 Right
4 T-1 (Tank) 540 Left
5 JA3 (Jeep) 440 Center
6 1.2 (Truovs) 220 Center
7 1.4 (Troaps) 275 Hight
8 T.3 (Tank) 1010 Right
9 1-3 (Troops) 590 Center

10 J-1 (Jeep) 450 Left
11 I-1 (Troop%) 496 Left
12 J.2 (Jeep) 496 Left
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Passive Surveillance
Target Activation Sequence

Day II

No, Target wRene D"ectlon fctlvite

r 1 T-3 (Tank) 1010 Right

2 J-3 (Jeep) 440 Center
3 1-3 (Troops) 590 Center
4 T.1 (Tank) 540 Left
5 1-1 (Troops) 496 Left
6 J-1 (Jeep) 450 Left
7 T.4 (Tank) 600 Right
8 1-4 (Troops) 275 Right
9 T-2 (Tank) 610 Center

10 J-4 (Jeep) 590 Rt, Center
11 J.2 (Jeep) 496 Left
12 1-2 (Troops) 220 Center

Passive Surveillance
Target Activation Sequence

Night II

Na. Target Range Direction Activate

1 J-3 (Jeep) 440 Center
2 1-1 (Troops) 496 Left

3 T-1 (Trnk) 540 Left
4 J.2 (Jeep) 496 Left
5 T-4 (Tank) 600 Right
6 1-4 (Troops) 275 Right
7 JA4 (Jeep) 590 Rt. Center
8 T-3 (Tank) 10,10 Right
9 J.1 (Jeep) 450 Left

10 1-3 (Troops) 590 Center
11 T-2 (Tank) 610 Center
12 I-2 (Troops) 220 Center
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SCORE SHEET

Passive Surveillance

Date: Group No.: -Crew No,: - Time:
Target: Range: Movement: Weather:

1. Time to detect: - seconds
2. Time to identify: - seconds
3. Identification:
4. Direction to target:
5, Movement: None - Right _ Left __ Toward

Away from
6. Range:
7. Detected by: .......

Remarks:
Scorer:

Moving Surveillance

Instructions for Scorers-General

1, Three scorers will he required at each of the two target positions, for each exercise.
One man, the Telephone Operator, will be designated to watch for tanlks and operate
the TA-1 telephone. A second man, the MG scorer, will fire the machine gun, A
third man, the Data Recorder, • -. operate the stopwatch and score the exercise.

2. Scorers will be at target positlon, 4 t least thirtv (30) minutes prior to arrival at the
targets of the first tank.

3. Upon arrival at target pcsiti-ns, scorers will set up the M60 MG and assure that it is
functioning properly by firing 25-50 rounds of blank ammunition. If MG is found to
function improperly, it will be replaced with the spare MG provided for that purpose

4. When it has been dexermined that the MG is functioning properly, the 'ITeephone
Operator will move into his predetermined position. Upon his arrival at the position,
he will assure that the telephcne is operating properly by telephoning the Data
Recorder, if the telephone does not function properly, it will be rerllaced.

5. When all equipment is functioning properly, the Data Recorder will fill in, with
pencil, the blankA in the first line of the score sheet, with information provided by
HumRRO personnel. The MG ;corer will man r:he MG, and the Telephone Operator
will remain in his designated position, watching for tanks.
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Moving Surveillance
Instructions for Scorer-Telephone Operator

1. When the Platoon Leader's command vehicle passes the Telephone Operator's
position, the Telephone Operator will alert the Data Recorder using the telephone,

2. After the command vehicle has passed, the Telephone Operator will watch for the
first tank while maintaining telephone contact with the Data Recorder,

3. As soon as the first tank is directly in front of his position, the Telephone Operator
will immediately inform the Data Recorder over the telephone by saying "FIRE!"

4. After the first tank passes, the Telephone Operator will continue to watch for the
remaining four (4) tanks, informing the Data Recorder as each ono passes by saying,

; "FIRE!"

Moving Surveillance
Instructions for Scorer-MG

Day

1, When the Data Recorder announces that the command vehicle has passed, the MG
scorer will remain aiert,

2, A., soon as the Data Recorder says "FIRE!" the MG scorer will commence firing
at the tank.

3. MG scorer will fire in continuous bursts of 100 rounds.
4. While firing, the MG scorer will also observe whether or not tle ,mairn gun is pointed

at the target position at any time while the coaxial MG is firing,
5, After 100 rounds have been fired, the MG scorer wilt reload the MG, in preparation

for the next tank, and report to the Data Recorder his estimate of the accuracy of
the coaxial MG fire.

6. The above procedures will be followed until all remaining tanks have completod the
exercise.

7, Scorers will be transprted to the Base Camp.

Night

All procedures will be the same as for "Day," above, except accuracy tstinlates, and
the firing of the coaxial MG, Accuracy will be estimated at night by observing the
tank searchlight beam. If the searchlight is on the target position at any time, credit
will be given for hits. 'he scoring time will start when the command "FIRE!" is
reenived and will end when the searchlight is turned on.
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Moving Surveillance
Initructions for Scorer-Data Recorder

Day

1. When alerted by the Telephone Operator that the command vehicle has passed, Data
Recorder will alert the MG Scorer and will remain in constant telephone contact with
th(, Telephone Operator.

2. As soon as the Telephone Operator says "FIRE!" the Data Recorder will say to the
MG scorer, "FIRE!" and will Ptart his stopwetch.

3. As soon as the tank begins to fire its coaxial MG at the target, the Data Recorder will
stop his stopwatch.

4. At. all times while the tank is firing, the Data Recorder will observe the lay of the
main gun, and will decide from the lay of the gun whether or not the coaxial MG
was pointed at the target position at any time while it was firing,

5. As soon as the first tank ha4 ceased firing, the Data Recorder will read the stopwatch
and record the time to the nearest second in the blank space in item #1 on the score
sheet (eg., "1. Time to take under fire! 3 seconds").

6. As soon as he has recorded tht time, the Data Recorder will reset his stopwatch.
7. After resetting his stopwatch, the Data Recorder will make a check mark ( N/ ) in

the blank space after "Hit" if he has observed the tank's coaxial MG pointed at the
target position during firing 1"2, Accuracy: Hit / Miss _"). If he has observed that
the coaxial MG was not pointed at. the target pTsition at any time during firing, the
Data Recorder will mark the blank space after "Miss" ("2. Accuracy: HitMiss .V").

8. If any scorer observes events which he thinks may be of importance for the exercise,
during the "run" of the tank, these should be recorded, briefly, under "Remarks,:"
on the score sheet for that tank,

9, The above steps will be repeated for each of the remaining four tanks.
10, When all five tnnks have pasied through the exercise, the Data Recorder will print

his name at the bottom of each score sheet in the space labeled "Scorer," and hand
the score shoets to the designated officer.

11. Scorers will be transported to Base Camp, or 'o another exercise, as required.

Nigh-i

All procedures will be the ,;tme as for "Day," above, excepit aCuraey estimates and
the firitg of the coaxial MG. Accuracy will be estimated at night by observing the
tank searchlight beam, If the searchlight is on the target position at any time, credit
will ho given for hits, 'rho scoring time will start when the command "FIRE!" is
rece• od and will end when the searchlight is turned on.

SCORE SHEET

Moving Surveillance

Date: Group No.: - - Crew No.: - -Time:
Target No.:.

1. Time to take uncler fire: ._ _, seconds
"2. Accuracy: Hit Miss

He~marks:
Scorer:.
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Annex 4: Gunnery Exercises

Procedure

1. GENERAL.
a. The gunnery exercises will be conducted in three (3) phases. Each phase will consist

of DAY and NIGHT firing, The firing of the three phases will be identical whether fired
during DAYLIGHT or DARKNESS; except that NIGHT firing will be aided by use of the
tank-mounted searhlight, and flares provided by a 4,2 Mortar Squad,

b, The three phases will be fired in the following sequence:
(1) Phase I--Firing the main gun at stationary targets.
(2) Phase 111--Firing the main gun and the caliber ,50 machine gun at moving targets.
(3) Phase Il--Firing the coaxial machine gun from a moving tank at stationary area-

size targets,
c. Phases I and I will each be conducted on a stationary target range, Phase III will

be conducted on a moving target xange,

2. BORESIGHTING AND ZEROING.
a. Boresighting. All tank-mounted weapons will be boresighted at the Phase I firing

range, prior to the exercise.
b. Zeroing. All tank-mounted weapons will be zeroed, These weapons will be zeroed

on the same targets available for boresighting. If a tank crew is unable to zero a weapon,
the OIC will take appropriate action to ensure that the weapon is zeroed before the exercise
begins,

(1) Main gun, Three 12' x 12' panel targets will be located at 1200 meters for this
purpose. (See sketch No, 1.-Target Arrangement),

(2) Coaxial machine gun. Five type-E panel targets will be located at 300 meters
for this purpose. (See sketch No. 1--Target Arrangement),

(3) Caliber .50 machine gun. Three 12' x 12' panel targets will be located at 800
meters for this purpose. (See sketch No. 1--Target Arrangement).

c, Scorer Responsibility, Firing a weapon for the purpose of ZEROING will not start
until the OIC issues the order to each scorer individually. The scorer will repurt to the
OIC when zeroing is satisfactorily completed. All subsequent firing will be on order from
OIC only, to the tank commander.

3, SUBSEQUENT ZEROING PROCEDURE.
Each time tanks arrive at their firing positions on PHASE I each weapon will be fired,

on order of the OIC, at their ZEROING target for verification of the established zero.
Refinement of the zero will be made, if necessary,

4. MORTAR SQUAD SUPPORT (FLARES),
The Mortar Squad must determine their firing position, and register their weapon, prior

to the start of Phase 1. The squad must be prepared to place flares between the near set of
targets (700-900 meters) and the middle set of taKgets (1100-1300 meters) during Phase I.

5, SEARCHLIGHT,
Tank searchlights will he used at night to illuminate all zeroing targets, the far targets

for Phase I (1500-1700 meters), and all targets used in Phases II and III.
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Phase I

1. GENERAL.
a. Tank Firing Positions, Five tanks will be on the firing line simultaneously. Each tank

will be assigned a firing position by the OIC PRIOR to arrival of the Experimental or Control
Groups, Only 3 tanks will be fired at any one time.

b, Loading of Ammunition into Tanks. The OIC will cause each tank to be loaded with
the number of rounds required to checkfire the main gun and fire Phase I of the exercise,
plus sufficient Cal. .50 and 7.62mm rounds to checkfire the caliber .50 and coaxial
machine guns.

c. Briefings and Instructions. All crew members will be given a briefing on the conduct
of PH-ASE, and instruc ions on Army and local range firing precautions, Crews will then
be assigned to the firing tanks which are already on line, Crews will complete their firing,
and return to their own tanks, to complete their RTP exercise.

d, Completion of Phase I Firing, As each tank's firing is completed, the OIC will cause
weapons to be cleared, and a report to that effect made by the tank commander, Then
all 105mm ammunition will be off-loaded and returned to the stockpile,

2, TARGET ARRANGEMENT (See Figure A-1)
a. Target Sets, Three target SETS will be pre-positioned in the target area, Each target

SET consists of three 6' x 6' panel targets. Each tank will be assigned to fire at a SET of
targets, with the main gun.

(1) Ranges to the targets. Within each SET, one target will be positioned from 700
to 900 meters; one from 1100-1300 meters; and one 1500 to 1700 meters,

(2) Alternate target positions. Within each SET, each of the targets will have 3
previously prepared positions WITHIN EACH TARGET'S RANGE, i.e., the
target in the 700 to 900 meter range will have 3 positions in which it can be
placed--at 700, 800, and 900 meters, The same provisions will be available for
each target in each SET.

(3) Lateral diotance between targets. Lateral distance between targets in each BE'I'
must not be'less than 25 meters.

(4) Lateral dstan-ce-between SETS., Lateral distance brtween each SET must not be
less than 75 meters, measured from the center of one SET to the center of
adjacent SETS.

b. lHoresighting and Zeroing Targets.
(1) Main gun. Three 12' x 12' panel targets will be located with each SETr of targets

at 1200 meters.
(2) Coaxial machine gun. Five typeE targets will be located forward of each SEI'

of targets at 300 meters.
(3) Caliber ,50 machine gun, Three 12' x 12' panel targets will be located to the

right of each SET of targets at 800 meters.
c. Subsequent Use of Boresight and Zeroing Targets. All targets will remain in position

for subsequent zero check firings, and if necessary, refinement of the established zero.
d, Target Replacement. Upon completion of each exercise ji PHASE I, all target. with

one or more hits Will be replaced prior to the next exercise.

3. PROCEDURE.
a. Arrival at Firing Range. Tanks will take tactical positions BEHIND the firing position

areas. Crews will be assembled, The OIC will brief the crews on PHASEI , and issue
instructions reference safety precautions.

b. Assignment of Firing Positions and Target Sets. The OIC will assign firing tanks to
each crew. (A record of this assigriment will be maintained to ensure that the same firing

, position will not be assigned to the same crew on subsequent PHASE I exercises). The
crews will move to their assigned tanks on order of the OIC.
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c. Loading of Ammunition into Tanks, The five firing tanks already on line, will be
previously loaded by ammo detail to accommodate the tank crews.

d. Zeroing, The OIC will order each crew to fire zero check rounds. No crew will begin
until the OIC gives the specific order.

(1) Main gun. The scorer will inform the OIC when zero is correct,
(2) Caliber .50 machine gun. The scorer will inform the OIC when zero is correct.
(3) Coaxial machine gun. The scorer will report to the OIC when zero is correct.

e, Subsequent Zero Checks, Upon subsequent arrivals on the PHASE I firing range, the
OIC will issue orders to each tank commander to fire a check round for zero verification,
and refinement of the established zero, if deemed necessary, for all tank-mounted weapons.

(1) Daylight check. Upon orders from the OIC, each tank vommander will cause
the zero of the main gun to be checked, Tank commander will report the
results of the check to the OIC. The OIC will order a refinement, if tank
commander so recommends, Tank commander will report the completion of
the refinement to the OIC, and await further orders, This same procedure
will be followed in turn for the Caliber .50 machine gun, then the coaxial
machine gun,

(2) Night check. Same procedure as for daylight, except that the OC will be
responsible for coordinating searchlight Illumination over the target area with
the firing of check rounds,

f, Firing Procedure, When all weapons have been boresighted, and zeroed, all crews
will stand-by awaiting their orders to take their targets under fire with the main gun,
The OIC will issue orders to fire to each tank commander designating the specific target,
within each crew's target SET, he wants the crew to take under fire (ime,, Near, Medium,
or Far range), Each crew may fire only 3 rounds at the target designated, If a "hit"
is recorded on the first or second shot, firing will cease. The tank commander reports
to the OIC that firing on the target is completed, and awaits the OIC's next order to fire,
TANK COMMANDERS WILL NOT SHIFT TO ANOTHER TARGET UNTIL RECEIVING
A SPECIFIC ORDER FROM THE OIC TO DO SO, When the 3 targets in the SET have
been engaged, and firing is completed, each tank commander will cause the main gun to
be cleared, and will immediately report the weapon "cleared" to the 01C. All tanks will
remain in position until ordered to move to the PHASE III firing range.

(1) Daylight procedure. Samin as above, whether it be the initial or a subsequent
PHASE I exercise.

(2) Night procedure. Same as for daylight except that the 0IC is responsible for
placing flares between the near targets (700-900 meters) and the middle targets
(1100.1300 meters), and for illuminating the far targets (1500.1700 meters) by
searchlight.

g. Off-loading Unexpended Ammunition. When Phase I firing is cormpleted, and all
guns (main gun; caliber .50; and coaxial machine gun) have been reported "cleared" to
the OIC, the OIC will , 'ise all unexpended 105mm ammunition, Cal, .50 ammunition,
and 7,62mm ammunition to be off-loaded by the tank crews, and returned to the ammu-
nition stock pile by the ammunition detail,

4. SCORING,
Scoring will include firing accuracy (hit on target), and reaction time (time elapsed

between the order to fire and the actual firing). These two scoring items will be scored
for each target in each SET. (Daylight and Night firing).

a. Determining a Target Hit. Two scorers will be assigned to each tank on the firing
line. One scorer, equipped with a BC scope, will make observations of each target. In
the event of a disagreement between scorers, accuracy will be determined by inspection
of the target after all firing has ceased. (Should disagreement occur after the first or
second rounds, the crew will continue firing until 3 rounds have been fired), Hits will
be recorded on the scorp sheet,

6',,
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b. Determining Reaction Time. One scorer will be equipped with a stopwatch. Timing
will begin when the tank commander "Rogers" the OiC's order to fire on a target. Timing
will stop when the first round (at each target is fired. Elapsed time will be recorded on
the score sheet,

(END OF PHASE I)

Phase ii

I. GENERAL,
a. Upon completing PHASE Ill, the OIC will order the firing tanks to move to the

PHASE 11 firng range,
b. All tanks will be assigned positions behind the firing line.
c. The OIC will brief the tank crews on the PHASE 11 firing procedure and review

range safety precautions.
d, PHASE II consists of firing the coaxial machine gun at a stationary area target

(6' x 15') from a moving tank.
e, Scoring will be for firing accuracy (hits) only,
f. Each tank will make one run per exercise.
g. Each tank will engage 3 targets; one at 200 meters, one at 300 meters, and one at

400 meters.
h. One burst. of 20 rounds will be fired at each target,
I. Ammunition belts will be loaded with 60 rounds, with an empty loop behind the

20th, 40th, and 60th round, to ensure that only 20 rounds will"e trd at each target.
J. Sketch No. 2--target arrangement and procedure for PHASE 11,

2. TARGET ARRANGEMENT, (See Figure A-2)
a, There are 3 groups of targets--Group "A", Group "B", and Gruup "C". Each group

of targets is Iot a a different range-.200, 300, and 400 meters. Each group consists
of 5 targets. Each target, within each group, is numbered 1 thru 5.

b. No Group of targets will ever be placed at the same range as another Group., All
5 targets of a Group will always be positioned at the same range,

c. Two alternate Target positions are provided for each target in each Group.
d. Distance Between Targets within Each Group, Targets will be positioned 50 feet

apart.
e, Distance Between Groups of Targets, Groups of targcts will be not less than 50

meter. apir-,
f, Green Warning Flags. Green flags indicate the start of a firing run.
g. Red Warh Flags. Red flags indicate cease-fire line,
h. Use of Alternate Target Positions, The initial run will have the targets positioned as

show•in Figure A-2(the Sol..d target-outlines), When the first exercise is completed (five
tanks particlpating-.each tank will have fired at a different target in each Groum of targets)
the targets will be scored, and then each Group of targets will be shifted to an alternate
position--assuring that no Group of targetsislated at the same range as another Gro9up
This makes the course readc1or•the next PHASE 11 exercise. This procedure will be
followed upon completion of wagh exercise,

I. Target Numbers. Targets. will NOT be positioned with target numbers in sequence,
i.e., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 5. 4, 3, 2, 1. The positions shown in Figure A.2 are suggested.

J. Target Replacement. Individual targets (same identity number) will be replaced as
deemed necessary by the scorers.
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3. FIRING PROCEDURE.
After the crew% have been briefed, and instructed on safety precautions, the OIC will

order one crew to position their tank behind the START POINT (See Figure A-2),
Remainder of tanks (4) will occupy their tactical positions until the OIC orders one of
them to the START POINT.

a, Starting the Exercise, The tank is halted behind the START POINT, The coax:ial
machine gun will be pointed down range. The tank commander will report his readiness
to start to the OIC,

b. The OIC Instructions to the Tank Commander. The OIC will give the command to
move out at 7.10 mph, and to maintain this spLe.d through the entire exercise, When the
tank has crossed the START POINT, the OIC will give the tank commander the order to
fire an•d the N D of the target to be taken under fire,

c, Tank Commander's Actions. The tank commander "Rogers" the OIC's order, orders
the coaxial machine gun to be fully loaded, and issues his fire command. Firing may start
as soon as the tank passes the )3REEN fing, Only one buist of 20 rounds will be fired at
the designated target.

d, Cease Fire, In all cases, firing will cease when the tank reaches the RED flag.
e. Subsequent Orders and Firing. (Because of the empty loop in the ammunition belt,

only 20 rounds can be fired without reloading), As the tank moves into the NO FIRE
ZONE (after firing the first designated target) the OIC will designate the next target to
be taken under fire, by NUMBER,

(1) Tank Commander. The tank commander "ROGERS" the OIC's order, Orders
the coaxial to be full-4oaded. Issues the fire command.

(2) Firing. The designated target is fired on at any time after the tank passes the
GREEN flag.

(3) Cease firing. Firing ceases when 20 rounds have been expended, or when the
tank reaches the RED flag.

f. Completion of the Exerise, The above procedure will be adhered t , for the 3rd and
final target, The tank will b••lted after passing the 3rd RED flag. The coaxial MG will
be cleared, and certified CLEAR by the tank commander, tothe OIC,

(1) Thi, OIC. The OIC will order the tank back to its original tactical position,
then order the next tank to the START POINT, and follow the procedure
outlined above.

(2) Exercise continuance, This procedure will be followed until all 5 tanks hwve
completed the exercise.

g, Precaution. The OIC must ensure that no target is designated to be fired upon more
than once during each exercise.

h, Daylight Exercise, Same as preceding outlhie,
I, 'Night" x-•, Same as preceding outline, except the OIC is responsible for main-

taining searchlight illumination over the target area.

4. SCORING AND SHIFTING OF TARGETS.
a. Scorina After completion ot firing on each t , scorer will estimate, by obser-

vationooftracers, the hits on the targets, and recoridon the score shleet for that target
"Excellent", if it appears that more than 15 rounds have nit, "Good" if it appears that
5 to 1.5 rounds have hit, and "Poor" if it appears that fewer than 5 rounds have hit.

b. Shifting of 'Targets, When the targets have been scored for "hits", all targets will
be shifted to different locations.-one GROUP of 5 targets at each range

b, OFF--LOADING AMMUNITION.
When a tank has cleared to coaxial machine gun, and is ordered to move hack to its

original position behind the firing line, the tank will proceed past the ammunition stock.
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pile and off-load all 7.62mm ammunition and empty ammunition cases. It will then move
to its original position.

(END OF PHASE I1)
I,

Phase III

1. GENERAL.
a, Upon Completion of Phase I, the five firing tanks will move to the Phase 111 firing

range,
b. Phase ill consists of firing the main gun and the caliber .50 machine gun from a

stationary tank at a moving target.
c. The moving target will be fired upon at a FAR range with the main gun, only, and

at a NEAR range with the caliber .50 machine gun, only.
d. Each tank will fire the main gun at the FAR range twice, and with the caliber .50

machine gun at the NEAR range twice.
e. Each tank will fire 3 rounds with the main gun at each of the two "passes" of the

target at the far range, and 100 rounds of caliber .50 ammunition at each of the two
"passes" of the target at the near range.

f, Scorers will record accuracy and reaction time,
g. Only one tank will be in firing position, on the firing line, at a time.
h. The exercise will be conducted in the same manner during DAY and NIGHT firing,

except the 010 will order the target to be illuminated by searchlight during darkness.

2. AMMUNITION.
a, When each tank is ordered to the firing position, it will stop at the ammunition

stock pile and load 6 rounds of main gun (105mm) ammunition.
b. Caliber .50 ammunition will be loaded 50 rounds per belt, and each tank will on.

load two belts (100 rounds).

3. TARGET EXPOSURE AND DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT,
The FAR range (900 meters) will be used exclusively for the main gun, The direction

of movement at the FAR range will be from left to right. The target will be fired upon
(3 rounds) when it passes the left safety marker at the FAIR. range, As soon as it passes
the right safety marker at the 900-meter range, firing with the main gun will cease, and the
caliber .50 machine gun will be loaded. The NEAR range (600 meters) will be used
exclusively for the caliber .50 machine gun, As soon as the target passes the right safety
marker at the 600-meter range, moving from right to left, it will be fired upon with the
caliber .50 machine gun. AE- soon as it passes the left safety marker, firing will cease,

il 4. EXERCISE PROCEDURE.
a, The 0IC. The OIC will brief the crews on firing procedures and range safety pre-

cautions. Upon completion of the briefings, the OIC will order one crew to move their
tank to the tank firing positi in on the firing line, stopping at the ammunition stock pile
to load ammunition,

b, The Tank Commander. The tank commander will movw his tank to the ammunition
stock pile and supervise the stowing of the ammunition. He will then move his tank onto
the firing position, and report to the OIC when his tank and crew are ready to fire.

c, The OIC. The OIC, in the meantime, will ascertain the position of the moving target
and the preparedness of the scorers, Upon receiving the tank commander's report of
"Ready on the firing line," and when the moving target is in proper position, the OIC
will issue the order to fire, at the FAR range, with the main gun, first.

d. The 'rank Commander. The tank commander will wait until the target clears the
boundary safety marker, then issue his Fire Order,

K: 7 1 .
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e. Main Gun Firing Procedure, Three (3) rounds will be fired at the moving target
during each "run." Firing will cease when:

(1) The target passes the opposite boundary safety marker, whether or not 8
rounds have been fired.

(2) The 3 rounds have been fired,
f. Callber .50 Machine Gun Firing Procedure, As soon as the target hus moved past the

right'sfety m-arker at the FAR range, main gun firing will cease, and the caliber .50
machine gun will be loaded, As soon as the target has passed the right safety marker at
the NEAR range, moving from right to lo-ft, 50 rounds will be fired at it. Firing will
cease on each run when 50 rounds have been fired, or when the target passes the left
safety marker, whichever occurs first.

g, Subsequent Target Runs, The procedure In paragraphs a through f, above, will be
followed on subsequent runs, except that during NIGHT firing, the OIC will order the
targets to be illuminated by searchlight,

h. Completion of Firing Exercise,
(I) The OIC. The OIC wll order the tank commander to clear the guns and to

report when the weapons are cleared. Upon receiving the TC's report that the
weapons are clear, the OIC will order the TC to move to the ammunition stock-
pile and off-load all unexpended rounds and empty shell cases, then proceed to
his original position behind the firing range.

(2) The Tank Commander, The TC will comply.
(3) The OIC, When the tank ha.i left the ammunition stockpile, the OIC will order

another crew onto the firing line, This procedure will continue until all crews
have completed Phase III,

5. SCORING.
a. Scorers. Two scorers will be assigned to each tank on the firing line, One scorer

will be positioned on the tani, while the other will be positioned adjacent to the tank
with a BC scope.

b, Scoring the Main Gun Firing. Scoring will be based on accuracy of round selection
and "hits" scored, and reaction time between issuance of the Fire Order and firing of the
round,

(1) Accuracy of Round Selection, The scorer on the tank will observe the round
selection, and record the selection on the score sheet,

(2) Hits. Hits will be counted by scorers observing through BC scopes or blnocular:i.
"Hits" will be recorded as 1st round, 2nd round, and 3rd round "hits," Upon
completion of firing Phase I1l, the scorer on the tank will score the "Round
Selection Score" and "Round Hit Score."

(3) Time ReZctio'n. The scorer on the tank, who is equipped with a stopwatch,
will START the watch when the tank commander BEGINS giving his fire order,
and will STOP the watch when the round is fired, The elapsed time will be
recorded on the score sheet, The same procedure will be followed for SUB-
SEQUENT fire commands, Each "run" will provide 3 time reactions,

u. Scoring the Col. .50 Machine Gun Fi'ring.. Scoring will he based on accuracy of fire
(number of "hits") and reaction time between the target passing the right safety marker
and the firing of the first round,

(1) Accuracy. The scorer positioned adjacent to the tank will assess "hits" by
observation through a BC scope, or binoculars, and will evaluate the tank
commander's "hits" performance as "NONE".-" FAIR .-. GOOD '.--,EXCOE IAENT'"
(see score sheet for method of evaluation).

(2) 'rime Reaction. The scorer on the tank, equipped with a stopwatch, will START
the watch when the target passes the right safety marker and STOP the watch
when the first found is fired. The elapsed time will b, recorded.

(END OF PHASE 1i1)72
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SCORE SHEET

Gunnery

D.te: Group No.: Crew No.: Time:
1. Target #1

a. Elapsed time to fire 1st round: _ seconds
b. lst Round: Hit ... Miss.
c, 2nd Round: Hit __ Miss -

d. 3rd Round: Hit - Miss-
2. Target #2

a. Elapsed time to fire ist round: seconds
b. 1st Round: Hit___ Miss
c. 2nd Bound: HiU __ Miss-
d. 3rd Round: Hit._.._ Miss

3. Target #3
a, EVapsed time to fire Ist round: seconds
b. 1st Round: Hit___ Miss.-.
e. 2nd Round: Hit_ Miss
d. 3rd Round: Hit_ Miss

PH A-LL.,

SCORE SHEET

Date: Group No.. Crew No.: Time:

1. Target #1
a, Number of Hits:

2. Target #2
a. Number of Hits:

3, Target #3
a, Number of HitE: _

I7
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PHASE III

SCORE SHEET

Gunnery

Date: Group No.: _ Crew No.: Time:
1. FAR TARGET (Main Gun) - Iirst Run

a. First Round. (Scorer starts timing when TC begins Fire Order)
(1) Accuracy: Round HIT the target, Yes No

(2) Timing (Scorer stops watch when round is fired)
(a) Elapsed time to fire FIRST round-seconds

b. Second Round. (Scorer starts timing when TC begins Subsequent Order)
(1) Accuracy: Round HIT the target. Yes No

(2) Timing (Scorer stops watch when round if fired)
(a) Elapsed time to fire SECOND round-seconds

c. Third Round. (Scorer starts timing when TC begins Subsequent Order)
(1) Accuracy: Round HIT the target. Yes No

(2) Timing (Scorer stops watch when round is fired)
(a) Elapsed time to fire THIRD round-seconds

2. NEAR TARGET 'Caliber .50) - First Run
a. Elapsed time to fire: seconds
b. Number of Hits:

Scoring Note:
"Hits" will be assessed as follows:
1. If it appears that 5 rounds or less have penetrated the target, the score will be NONE.
2. If it appears that 6 to 19 rounds have penetrated the target, the score will be FAIR.
3. If it appears that 20 to 29 rounds have penetrated the target, the score will be

GOOD.
4. If it appears that 30 to 50 rounds have penetrated the target, the score will be

EXCELLENT.

3. FAR TARGET (Main Gun) - Second Run
a, First Round. (Scorer starts timing when TC begins Fire Order)

(1) Accuracy: Round HIT the target. YeE No

(2) Timing (Scorer stops watch when round is fired)
(a) Elapsed time to fire FIRST round-seconds

b. Second Round. (Scorer starts timing when TC begins Subsequent Order)
(1) Accuracy: Round HIT the target. Yes No

(2) Timing (Scorer stops watch when round is fired)
(a) Elapsed time to fire SECOND round-seconds _______

c. Third Round. (Scorer starts timing when TC begins Subsequent Order)
(1) Accuracy: Round HIT the target. Yes No

(2) Timing (Scorer stops watch when round is fired)
(a) Elapsed time to fPre THIRD round-seconds
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PHASE III (Continued)

4. NEAR TARGET (Caliber .50) Second Run
a. Elapsed time to fire: seconds
b, Number of Hits;

Scoring Note:
"Hits" will be assessed as follows:
1. If it appears that 5 rounds or less have penetrated the target, the score will be NONE.
2. If it appears that 6 to 19 rounds have penetrated the target, the score will be FAIR.
3. If it appears that 20 to 29 rounds have penetrated the target, the score will be GOOD.
4. If it appears that 30 to 50 rounds have penetrated the target, the score Will be

EXCELLENT.
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Annex 5: Maintenance Exercise

Maintenance Exercise I

Instructions for Scorers

1. Tanks will be parked in prepared positions for the Passive Surveillance Exercise, and
there will be one scorer for each tank.

2. Each scorer will have pencils, a stopwatch, and a score sheet.

3. Scorer will order the crew to dismount, and say: "When I say 'Begin' you will perform
the usual During Operations services. Tank Commander, tell me as soon as you are
finished. Begin","

4. As soon as he says "Begin!" the scorer will start the watch,

5. The scorer will observe the activities of the crew, and will mark with a check (\/) the
blank after either "yes "_" or "no M, depending upon whether or not the service
was performed, after each of the seven (7) numbered items on the score sheet.

6. As soon as the Tank Commander says that the crew has finishe, the scorer will stop
the watch and record the tlime in the appropriate blank on the score sheet. No credit
will be allowed for services performed after the watch has been stopped.

7. The scorer will then ask the crew to report any defects that they have found (low oil
level, etc.), and will record any reported defects in the "Remarks" section of the score
sheet. If none is reported, the scorer will write "No defects reported by crew" in the
"Remarks" section.

8. The scorer will then check the tank for each item on the Scnre Sheet, and mark the
score sheet as follows:

a. If there is a check-mark in the "no" column for an item, put a "\/"in the "0"
column for that item.

B If the scorer finds a defect for one of the items and no defect was reported, he
will put a "V/" in the "0" column for that item, even though the "yes" column
has been checked.

c. If the "yes" column has been checked ind the scorer finds no defect for that item,
he will put a "\/" in the "I" column for that item.

d, If the "yes" column has been checked and a defect has been reported for that item,
the scorer will put a "\/" in the "1" column for that item.

e. If any member of the crew used a checklist, manual, etc., during the exercise, the
scorer will record this information in the "R% marks" section of the score sheet
(e.g., "Checklist used").

f. The scorer will then print his name in the appropriate space at the bottom of the
score sheet.

9. Scorer will assure that all defects are remedied at once. In the cabC of a defect which
cannot be remedied at once, a replacement tank will be substituted for the tank with
the defect.

10. Flashlights will be used by crew and scorer at night.
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SCORE SHEET

Maintenance Exercise I

Date: Group No,: Crew No.: Time:

1, Check engine oil level. yes no 0 1 1
2, Check trarnsmlsslon oil level, yes _ no 0 1
3. Check antennas, yes _ no 0 - 1
4, Check battery water and citbles. yesr no __ 0 1
5. Clean and inspect all vision devices. yes no 0 I_0 1
6. Clean and inspect all exterior lights, yes - no 0 1
7. Check for fuel and lubricant leaks, yes - no 0 __-1

Score is number of "I" column checks. Total:,
Time: -seconds,

Remarks:
Checklist, manual, etc., used? yes no
Which?

Scorer:
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SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

The sequence of events for the experimental and control groups was the same,
except for the rest period given to the control group, Sequence details are given below.

First Day
1. Subjects reported to Base Camp; noon meal
2. Administrative activities (assigned to quarters, etc.)
3. Briefings

a. HumRRO
b. Military

(1) General
(2) Oral Operations Order
(3) Maps Issued

4. Evening meal
5. Subjects to quarters. Lighte out at 2200 hours

Succeeding Day/Days'
1. Reveille 0600 hours
2. Breakfast 0630 - 0700 hours
3. Administrative duties 0700 - 0730 hours
4. In assigned vehicles by 0735 hours
5. RTP I completed by 0800 hours
6. Fragmentary Order 1
7. Move out of Base Camp along trail
8. Fragmentary Order 2
9, Fragmentary Order 3

10. Log Obstacle 0820 hours
11. Slalom 0830 hours
12. Ditch 0840 hours
13. Fragmentary Order 4
14. Area reconnaissance
15. Fragmentary Order 5
16. Blank ammunition loaded; Fragmentary Order 6
17. Tanks move towa'd Checkpoint 15
18. Aggressor activity
19. Tanks move toward Checkpoints 8 and 9
20. Fragmentary Order 7
21. Minefield 0930 hours
22. Fragmentary Order 8
23. RTP 2
24. Maintenance I
25. Begin Passive Surveillance 1000 hours
26. Fragmentary Order 9
27. Aggressor activity
28. Fragmentary Order 10

1 Times are representative, since actual beginning tinea were never exactly the same.
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29. Halt at Checkpoint 6
30. Moving Surveillance 1240 hours
31. Begin Gunnery Exercise 1300 hours
32. RTP 3
33. Fragmentary Order 11
34. Tanks move toward Checkpoint 25
35. Fragmentary Order 12
36. Moving Surveillance 1640 hours
37. Move to Base Camp
38. Maintenance It
39, RTP 4
40, Fragmentary Order 18
41. Tanks move out of Base Camp
42. Fragmentary Order 14
43. Obstacles (log, slalom, ditch) 1955 - 2030 hours
44. Fragmentary Order 15
45. Minefield 2040 hours
46, Fragmentary Order 16
47. RTP 6
48. Maintenance I
49. Begin Passive Surveillance 2120 hours
50. Fragmentary Order 17
51. Fragnmentary Order 18
52. Moving Surveillance 0015 hours
53. Begin Gunnery Exercise 0100 hours
54. RTP 6
55, Fragmentary Order 19
56. Moving Surveillance 0535 hours
57, Tanks move to Base Camp
58, As above for subsequent days
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OPERATIONS ORDER

Given to First Platoon, Company C

1. Situation
a. Enemy Forces:

1) Intelligence reports that elements of the 75th Mechanized Division are East
of Belton Lake, They are moving West toward our present location.

b, Friendly Forces:
1) 2/50 Infantry is located along Grid Line 39.

2, Mission:
1) The platoon will screen the area to the West of Grid Line 39, Screen will be

in effect for 48 hours. The platoon is attached to the 2/50 Infantry because there is some
indication of scattered armor resistance to the rear of the 2/50. We will screen this area to
keep the 2/50 from getting cut off.

3. Execution:
1) The platoon will initially be held in Reserve at Base Camp, Be ready to

dep!oy on order.
4. Administration and Logistics:

a, Breakfast 0630 hours, present assembly area.
b. "C" rations will be issued with breakfast.
c, Axis of evacuation: Recondo Road.
d. Axis of supply: East Range Road.
e. Medical support available at Base Camp.
f. POL will be delivered as needed.
g. Ammo supply points will be specified by company headquarters.

5. Signal and Command:
a. Signal:

Current S01 in effect,
b. Command:

I will lead the platoon initially,

Are there any questions?
The time is
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FRAGMENTARY ORDERS

1. Issued at Base Camp after completion of RTP #1.
Aggressor troops have been reported in the area alDng the trail leading from
CP 6 to CP 23. The mission-to cheek the area around this trail for possible
enemy activity. Move North on East Range Road to CP 6, then East to CP 23.
Maintain speed of 20 MPH on road. Depart at two (2) minute Intervals.
(NOTE TO PLATOON LEADER: Platoon leader will assure that tanks move
out at two minute intervals.)

2. Issued after lead vehicle reaches CP 23.
Proceed along this tank trail to CP 8. When you meet dismounted troops, stop,
aaid then proceed according to their Instructions,
(NOTE TO PLATOON LEADER: In thorse instances where you anticipate that
there will be a delay of more than five (5) minutes, dismount the tank crews
and instruct them to perform During Operations checks on the outsides of their
vehicles, but do not attempt to score this activity. This is for the purpose of
keeping the crews busy, only, and Is most likely to be required between base
Camp and the Passive Surveillance Exercise.)

3. Issued as first tanh reaches the junction of trails at PK 3'14529.
(NOTE TO PQLATOON LEADER: It may be necessary to halt the column at
this point until all tanks have caught up, in order to avoid losing tanks.)
Aggressor activity repoited in vicinity of CP 2. Our mission-to perform an area
reconnaissance up to and around CP 2.

4. Issued after platoon has completed area reconnaissance.
Set up a hasty defensive position at CP 2. We will resupply with ammunition as
quickly as possibie. Report when ready to move,

5. Issued after platoon has finished loading tl~e blank ammunition and reported that they
are ready to move.

Aggressor troops have been reported in the vicinity of CP 8 and CP 9. Proceed
cautiously to CP 8 and maintain burveillance of the area between CP 8 and OP 9.
Move out in column formation.

6. Issued as soon as aggressor action begins,
Echelon left! Take under fire!

P '. Issued when aggressor withdraws.
Resume column formation and continue on the mission.

8. Issued hefore platoon reaches junction of trails at PK 3745.19.
Our advance units report presence of minefields vicinity of CP 8. They have
marked some of them. Dismounted troops at the minefield will accompany
you through
(NOQTE TQ PLATOON LEADER; Supplemental commands will be required to
get the platoon to the cleared lane In the minefield.)jV m



9. Issued after first tank gets through minefield.
Move to a position in the clearing between CP 9 and CP 13. We are to maintain
a surveillance watch for aggressor activity, First platoon reports elements of
aggressor 75th recon company have gotten through the screen-the last seen at
CP 50.

10. Issued after platoon has finished Passive Surveillance Exercise,
Aggressor armor elements have got mn across Owl Creek and are moving South.
Move to CP 1 through CP 13, CP 10, CP 3, and CP 20.

11, Issued at CP 1.
Third platoon reports aggressor activity along East Range Road-aggressor air
elements strafing road. Move out at two (2) minute intervals-maintain speed of
20 MPH. A wait further orders at CP 25. Return all ground fire while continuing
to move.
(NOTE TO PLATOON LEADER: Platoon leader will assure that tanks move
out at two (2) minute intervals.)

12. Issued after platoon has finished firing Gunnery Exercise and is assembled at CP 25.
Aggressor is falling back, We will move to Base Camp, North along East Range
Road, Scattered aggressor forces are still operating behind our lines, and air
elements are strafing the road. You will maintain surveillance along the road and
return all ground fire while continuing to move, Maintain two (2) minute
interval between vehicles. Maintain speed of 20 MPH. Move out.
(NOTE TO PLATOON LEADER: Platoon leader will assure that two (2) minute
interval between vehicles is maintained.)

13. Issued at Base Camp when ready to move out.
Supply trucks moving on East Range Road report activity on tank trail vicinity
of CP 6. Reconnoiter trail from Base Camp to CP 23, going through CP 6.
Maintain interval of two (2) minutes between vehicles. Maintain speed of 10
MPH. Use BO Drive throughuut hours of darkness, while moving.

14. Issued after lead vehicle reaches CP 23,
Proceed along this trail to CP 8. Watch for dismounted troops, stop and then
proceed according to their instructions.
(NOTE TO PLATOON LEADER: In those instances where you anticipate that
there will be a delay of more than five (5) minutes, dismount the crews from
the tanks and instruct them to perform During Operations checks on the outside
of their vehicles, but do not attempt to score these. This is for the purpose of
keeping the crews busy, only, and is most likely to be required between Base
Camp and the Passive Surveillance Exercise.)

15, Issued as first tank reaches the junction of trails at PK 374529.
(NOTE TO PLATOON LEADER: It may be necessary to halt the column at
this point until all tanks have caught up, to avoid losing tanks.)
Mineflelds in vicinity of CP 8. One is marked. Dismounted troops will accompany
you through.
(NITE TO PLATOON LEADER: Supplemental commands may be required to
get the platoon through the minefield.)

16. Issued after first tank has passed through the minefield.
Move to a position in the clearing between CP 9 and CP 13. We will maintain a
surveillance watch for aggressor activity, Aggressor is trying to infiltrate under
cover of darkness. Use infrared for your surveillance watch.
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17. Issued after platoon has finished Passive Surveillance Exercise,
Move out through CP 13, CP 10, CP 3, and CP 20 to CP 1. Use BO Drive,

18, Issued at CP 1.
Aggressor is trying to infiltrate, We will set up ambush position vicinity of CP
25, Maintain interval of two (2) minutes between vehicles, Maintain speed of
15 MPH. Await further orders at CP 25. If you are fired upon, illuminate
ground targets with searchlight while continuing to move, but do not return
fire.

19, Issued after platoon has completed Gunnery Exercise.
Proceed back to Base Camp north along East Range Road, Aggressor activity
reported along road, If you are fired upon, illuminate ground targets with
searchlight while continuing to move, but do not return fire. Maintain interval
of two (2) minutes between vehicles and speed of 15 MPH. Move out.

FRAGMENTARY ORDERS FOR THE SECOND DAY
WILL BE THE SAME AS THOSE ABOVE

;P1
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Appendix C

PERSONNEL DATA

Preceding page blank



Personnel Data

Time in Time ofCrew Position Rank Age Service Job GTNumber (Months) (Months) Score

Control Group I
1 Tank Commander SSG 26 114 48.0 100

Gunner SP4 21 15 5.0 114
Driver SP4 21 29 .7 128
Loader SP4 21 17 .5 117

2 Tank Commander SP5 21 23 4.0 127
Gunner SP4 23 17 12,0 75
Driver PFC 20 13 2.0 105
Loader SM4 21 22 5,0 126

3 Tank Commander SGT 20 8 1.0 115
Gunnbr SPS 21 35 .7 105
Driver PFC 21 14 3,0 89
Loader SP4 24 13 .7 95

4 Tank Commander SP5 21 23 .7 110
Gunner SP4 20 20 .7 81
Driver SM4 20 13 .7 100
Loader SP4 21 30 ,7 75

5 Tank Commander SGT 21 30 17.0 118
Gunner SP5 22 24 5.0 120
Driver SP4 21 19 5.0 104
Loader SP4 20 18 .7 9B

Control Group II
1 Tank Commander E.6 39 144 3.0 -

Gunner SP5 22 36 4.0 97
Driver SP4 22 27 2.0 96
Loader PFC 20 14 .1 95

2 Tank Commander SGT 18 8 .5 136
Gunner 3P5 22 19 1.0 115
Driver SP4 22 14 .2 97
Loader PFC 21 15 .5 98

3 'Tank Commander SGT 19 10 1.2 122
Gunner SP5 20 24 .5 122
Driver SP4 23 74 .5 M11

. Loader SP5 26 96 .5 90

)Men In both the Control end Experimental groups had from 6 to 12 years of education,
except for one who also had one year of college.
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Crew Time in Time on
Number Po2ition Rank Age Service Job T

(Monthl) iMonthOl Score
Control Group II

(Continued)
4 Tank Commander SP5 2`1 30 13.0 110

Gunner SP4 21 46 .5 107
Driver PVT 20 12 .5 129
Loader PFC 20 12 .5 92

5 Tank Commander SGT 20 10 1.0 131
Gunner SP4 24 44 .1 131
Driver PFC 21 12 4.0 104
Loader PFC 21 14 .1 87

Experimental Group I
1 Tank Commander SGT 23 45 .2 100

Gunner SP5 20 21 .2 90
Driver PFC 21 30 .2 128
Loader SP4 22 24 .2 91

2 Tank Commander SGT 23 30 .2 103
Gunner PFC 20 12 6,0 103
Driver PFC 22 9 .2 124
Loader SP4 27 21 6.0 -

3 Tank Commander SGT 19 9 2.0 -.
Gunner SP4 20 18 12.0 108
Driver PFC 27 9 1.0 -
Loader PVT 24 21 6,0 76

4 Tank Commander SG1 20 12 6,0 126
Gunner PVT 21 15 9,0 67
Driver SP4 22 12 6,0 69
Loader 8P4 21 12 3,0 -

5 Tank Commander SGT 22 30 12.0 100
Gunner SP4 20 30 1.0 -
Driver SP4 21 6.0 60
Loader PFC 20 30 12.0 89

Experim,:ntal Group II
1 Tank Commander SSG 27 108 1B,0 115

Gunner SGT 22 33 5.0 126
Driver SP4 21 35 1,0 100
Loader PVT 21 25 5.0 113

2 Tank Commander SGT 21 33 8,0 115
Gunner PFC 26 14 1,0 90
Driver SP4 21 21 6.0 127
Loader PFC 19 20 4.0 112

3 Tank Commander SGT 21 22 6.0 111
Gunner SGT 20 24 5.0 125
Driver SP4 21 41 5,0 127
Loader SP4 20 14 1.0 85
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Crew Time in Time on

Numbr Position Ronk Age Service Job GT
Num er(Months) (Months) Score

Experimental Group II
(Continued)

4 Tank Commander SGT 22 21 5.0 105
Gunner SP4 27 66 5.0 88
Driver PFC 21 14 1.0 110
Loader PVT 20 33 1,0 100

5 Tank Commander SGT 21 8 1.0 126
Gunner SP5 21 20 2,0 125
Driver SP4 20 14 3,0 89
Loader PFC 23 12 5,0 so

Experimental Group III
1 Tank Commander SSG 43 168 5.0 122

Gunner PFC 22 12 6,0 138
Driver SP4 23 23 1.0 100
Loader PFC 20 16 8.0 80

2 Tank Commander SGT 21 12 1.5 115
Gunner PFC 30 96 3.0 93
Driver SP4 20 24 5.0 90
I oader PFC 20 18 3.0 127

3 Tank Commander SGT 21 10 1.5 112
Gunner SP4 21 30 5.0 118
Driver SP4 21 30 5.0 108
Loader PFC 18 10 5.0 106

4 Tank Commander SSG 26 84 9.0 91
Gunner SGT 22 30 5.0 110
Driver SP4 20 17 12.0 118
Loader PVT 22 14 5.0 53

5 Tank Commander SGT 19 12 1.5 109
Gunner PFC 21 12 3.0 100
Driver PFC 19 12 5.0 100
Loader PVT 20 30 3.0 86

Experlmental Group IV
1 Tank Commander PSG 36 192 108.0 90

Gunner SGT 18 9 9.0 89
Driver SGT 22 36 5.0 81
Loader SP4 20 12 8,0 92

2 Tank Commander SSG 32 168 9.0 104
Gunner PVT 20 18 6.0 107
Driver SP4 26 21 6.0 60
Loader PFC 19 18 .2 -

3 Tank Commander SGT 21 24 6.0 105
Gunner SP5 20 30 1.0 121
Driver SP4 24 18 .2
Loader SP4 19 21 6.0 70
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Time in Time onCNImw Politlon Rank Age Service Job GT
Number (Monthil (Monthsl Score

Experimental Group IV

(Continued)
4 Tank Commander SGT 22 32 5,0 95

Gunner SP4 20 17 .2 95
Driver PFC 20 12 4.0 98
Loader PFC 22 12 4,0 125

5 Tank Commander SGT 32 180 4.0 110
Gunner PFC 21 14 4.0 105
Driver SP4 21 35 11.0 105
Loader SP4 23 2,0 91
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Appendix D

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SUMMARY TABLES

Preceding page blank



Table D.1

Analysis of Variance of
Communication Accuracy Scores

Source of Variation df Moor F p

RTP 1 + 4
Between Subjects

Groups 1 270.94 2 93 NS
Err6r 28 92.35

Within Subjects
12.hour periods 3 60.29 <1 NS
Groups x periods 3 56.55 <1 NS
Error 84 99.59

RTP 2 + 5
Between Subjects

Groups 1 2,02 <1 NS
Error 28 458.21

Within Subjects
12.hour periods 3 103.66 <1 NS
Groups x periods 3 190.41 1.20 NS
Error 84 158,34

RTP 3 + 6
Between Subjects

Groups 1 101.40 <1 NS
Error 28 175.68

Within Subjects
12-hour periods 3 90.23 <1 NS
Groups x periods 3 31.67 <1 NS
Error 84 136,91
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Table D-2

Analysis of Variance of

Communication Time Scores

Source of Variation Squire P

RTP 1 + 4
Between Subjects

Groups 1 5087.60 1.35 NS
Error 28 3757.45

Within Subjects
12,hour periods 3 2737.10 1.42 NS
Groups x periods 3 2255.05 1.17 NS
Error 84 1924,72

RTP 2 + 5
Between Subjects

Groups 1 78988.81 6.17 <.05
Error 28 12794,22

Within Subjects
12,hour periods 3 7775,14 1.42 NS
Groups x periods 3 3352.92 <1 NS
Error 84 5459.75

RTP 3 + 6
Between Subjects

Groups 1 22446.01 7.53 <105
Error 28 2982.51

Within Subjects
12.hour periods 3 2302.60 1.12 NS
Groups x periods 3 2130.37 1.04 NS
Error 84 2054,48
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Table D-3

Analysis of Variance of
Driving Accuracy Scores

Men F
Source of Variation df Square F

Log Obstacle
Between Subjects

Groups 1 .14 <1 NS
Error 2B .93

Within Subjects
12-hour period% 3 6.87 8.70
Groups x periods 3 1.62 2.05 NS
Error 84.6e .79

Ditch Crossing
Between Subjects

Groups 1 5.40 5,14 <.05
Error 28 1.05

Within Subjects
12-hour periods 3 .59 <1 NS
Groups x periods 3 .81 <1 NS
Error 84-1e .83

Slalom
Between Subjects

Groups 1 1.34 4,47 .05
Error 28 .30

Within Subjects
12-hour periods 3 .38 1.27 NS
Groups x periods 3 .38 1.27 NS
Error 84-28 .30

Mine Fleldb
Between Subjects

Group 1 4.17 <1 NS
Error 23 9.93

Within Subjects
12-hour periods 3 7.92 2.66 NS
Groups x periods 3 1.96 <1 NS
Error 69 2,98

aMissing scores were replaced with group mean. The reduced number of df was used in calcula-
tion of the Error Mean Square and for entering the table of F.

binvelid scores for five tanks in the experimental group not included in the analysi.,
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Table D.4

Analysis of Variance of
Driving Time Scores

SMean
Source of Variation df Meuare FI - Sq uareFP

Log Obstacle
Between Subjects

Groups 1 2100.42 6.82 <.05
Error 28 307.95

Within Subjects
12-hour periods 3 182.17 1,66 NS
Groups x periods 3 218.12 1,87 NS
Error 84-68 116.72

Ditch Crossing
Between Subjects

Groups 1 1460.27 5,74 <.05
Error 28 254.61

Within Subjects
12.hour periods 3 145.62 <1 NS
Groups x periods 3 318,11 1,46 NS
Error 84-18 218.40

Slalom
Between Subjects

Groups 1 84.02 1,19 NS
Error 28 70.75

Within Subjects
12-hour periods 3 408,90 5.25 <.05
Groups x periods 3 33.05 <1 NS
Error 84-2a 77.82

Mine Fieldb

Between Subjects
Groups 1 98,41 <1 NS
Error 23 582897

Within Subjects
12.hour periods 3 7384.46 3.16 <.05
Groups x periods 3 4130.5 1.77 NS
Error 69 2339.10

eMissing scores were replaced with group mean, The reduced number of df was used in
calculation of the Error Mean Square and for entering the table of F.

binvelld scores for five tanks in the experimental group were not Included In the anelysis.
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Table D-5

Analysis of Variance of
Passive Surveillance Detection Scores

SMean

Source of Varlatilon dt Squire

Tanks

Between Subjects
Groups 1 4.03 3.57 NS

Error 28 1,13

Within Subjects
12.hour periods 1 .15 <1 NS

Groups x periods 1 .30 <1 NG

Error 28 79

1/4 Ton

Between Subjects
Groups 1 1.20 1.01 NS

Error 28 1,19

Within Subjects
12.hour periods 1 .27 <1 NS

Groups x periods 1 .53 <1 NS

Error 28 .58

Troops

Between Subjects
Groups 1 2,70 3.30 NS

Error 28 ,82

Within Subjects
12.hour periods 1 5.40 7.38 <.05

Groups x periods 1 1.20 1,74 NS

Error 28 .69
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Table 0.6

Analysis of Variance of
Passive Surveillance Detection Time Scores

Source of Variation df Squ P P

Tanks
Between Subjocts

Groups 1 25301,01 2.14 NS
Error 28 1184.54

Within Subjects
12.hour periods 1 147,26 <1 NS
Groups x periods 1 4,41 <1 NS
Errors 28 987,51

1/4 Ton
Between Subjects

Groups 1 991,88 < 1 NS
Error 28 1376,13

Within Subjects
12.hour periods 1 64.07 <1 NS
Groups x periods 1 2009,00 5.06 <,05
Error 28 396.96

Troops
Between Subjects

Groups 1 2332,01 3.78 NS
Error 28 617.60

Within Subjects
12.hour periods 1 2208.26 8.05 <,05
Groups x periods 1 1147,01 4,18 NS
Error 28 274,20
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Table D-7

Analysis of Variance of
Moving Surveillance Detection Scores

Source of Variation Fdf Meane FO
r -rEetween Subjects

r3roups 1 8.07 3.50 NS
Error 28 2.30

Widiin Subjects
12-hour periods 3 3.25 3.32 <.05
Group x periods 3 4.49 4.58 <.05
Error 84 .98

Table D.8

Analysis of Variance of
Time and Hit Scores for

Gunnery Phase I: Main Gun

Source of Variation df ScMuare F P

Time to 1st Round

Between Subjects
Groups 1 9200.82 1.04 NS
Error 28 8832,02

Within Subjects
12-hour periods 3 15824.9 2.73 <,05
Groups x periods 3 11941,18 2.06 NS
Error 84 5805.16

Hits (3 targets combined)
Between Subjects

Groups 1 3.50 <1 NS
Error 28 7.84

Within Subjects
12-hour periods 3 9.70 2.05 NS
Groups x periods 3 2.42 <1 NS
Error 84 4.74
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Table D-9

Analysis of Variance of Accuracy Rating Scores
Gunnery Phase II: Coaxial Machine Gun

(3 Targets Combined)

Source of Variation dfF P

Between Subjects
Groups 1 .01 <1 NS
Error 28 8,16

Within Subjects
12.hour periods 3 8.94 1.87 NS
Groups x periods 3 4,52 <1 NS
Error 84 4.78

Table D.10

Analysis of Variance of Accuracy Rating and
Time Scores for Gunnery Phase III:

Caliber .50 Machine Gun

Source of Vorietlon df SquareWqare FP

Time to First Round

Between Subjects
Groups 1 1041.67 3.37 NS
Error 28 309.52

Within Subjects
12-hour periods 3 1957.72 6.31 <.05
Groups x periods 3 787.61 2,54 NS
Error 84 310,38

Accuracy Rating
Between Subjects

Groups 1 .33 <1 NS
Error 28 4.151

Within Subjects
12-hour periods 3 13.07 4.82 <,05
Groups x periods 3 4.54 1,68 NS
Error 84 2.71
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Table D-11

Analysis of Variance of
Time and Hit Scores for

Gunnery Phase III: Main Gun

IMoeanSource of Variation Of Square F

Time to 1st Round
Between Subjrr.ts

Groups 1 3.50 <1 NS
Error 28 79.26

Wilthin Subjects
12.hour periods 3 148.01 2.51 NS
Groups x periods 3 2,27 <1 NS
Error 84 58.86

Hit Scores
Between Subjects

Groups 1 1,08 <1 NS
Error 28 6,08

Within Subjects
12.hour periods 3 5.41 1.37 NS
Groups x periods 3 2.86 <1 NS
Error .4.-a 3.94

aHIt scares of one platoon of the control group were Invalid for Night I because of the fog.

Mising scares were replaced with the mean score of the second platoon. Reduced df were used
In calculation of the Error Mean Square and for entering the table of F.
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Table D-12

Analysis of Variance of
Maintenance Accuracy and Time Scores

Source of Variation d Mquare F P

Accuracy
Between Subjects

Groups 1 10,00 2.35 NS
Error 28 4,26

Within Subjects
12.hour periods 3 4.99 2.88 <,05
Groups x period 3 2.33 1.35
Error 84 1.73

Time
Between Subjects

Groups 1 164379.01 1.21 NS
Error 28 1358B1.58

Within Subjects
12.hour periods 3 44994.23 <1 NS
Groups x periods 3 22702.54 <1 NS
Error 84-1a 214471.29

i"Milsing scores ware replaced with group means, Reduced df were used in calculation of thu

Erroi Moan Square and for entering the table of F,
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